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Summary
The PAT family of lipid droplet proteins includes 5 members in mammals: perilipin, adipose
differentiation-related protein (ADRP), tail-interacting protein of 47 kiloDaltons (TIP47), S3-12, and
OXPAT. Members of this family are also present in evolutionarily distant organisms, including
insects, slime molds and fungi. All PAT proteins share sequence similarity and the ability to bind
intracellular lipid droplets, either constitutively or in response to metabolic stimuli, such as increased
lipid flux into or out of lipid droplets. Positioned at the lipid droplet surface, PAT proteins manage
access of other proteins (lipases) to the lipid esters within the lipid droplet core and can interact with
cellular machinery important for lipid droplet biogenesis. Genetic variations in the gene for the best
characterized of the mammalian PAT proteins, perilipin, have been associated with metabolic
phenotypes, including type 2 diabetes mellitus and obesity. In this review, we discuss how the PAT
proteins regulate cellular lipid metabolism both in mammals and in model organisms.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Lipid droplets and cellular lipid metabolism
Lipid droplets are intracellular storehouses of lipid esters. In organisms as diverse as fungi,
plants, insects, and mammals, lipid droplets sequester lipids inside cells for later use as
metabolic fuel, membrane components, post-translational protein modifications, and signaling
molecules [1]. Investigations over the past decade have revealed lipid droplets as regulated
organelles of surprising complexity. Lipid droplets contain a core of neutral lipid surrounded
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by a phospholipid monolayer and coated by specific proteins, including proteins of the PAT
family that are the subject of this review. Proteomic studies have identified lipid droplet-
associated proteins that are involved in lipid metabolism and transport, intracellular trafficking,
signaling, chaperone function, RNA metabolism, and cytoskeletal organization [2–7]. The
protein coat of lipid droplets can vary between droplets within a cell, between metabolic
conditions, and between cell types. This heterogeneity of the protein coat is consistent with the
dynamic changes in morphology and intracellular location that lipid droplets undergo
according to the metabolic state or developmental stage of the cell or organism. Lipid droplets
and lipid droplet proteins have been the subject of multiple recent reviews [8–14], including
many articles within this issue.
1.2 Perilipin and the PAT family of lipid droplet proteins
The spark that ignited interest in mammalian lipid droplets was the discovery by the laboratory
of Constantine Londos of perilipin as a lipid droplet protein phosphorylated in response to
signals that stimulated breakdown of triacylglycerol (TAG) stored in fat cells (adipocytes)
[15–17]. This discovery pointed to the existence of regulatory mechanisms to control fat
storage. Subsequent work established perilipin as the gatekeeper of the adipocyte lipid
storehouse. Studies in cells and in mice have shown that perilipin can either restrict lipid droplet
access of enzymes that hydrolyze lipid esters (lipases) or facilitate their enzymatic activity
under appropriate metabolic conditions.
Perilipin is the founding member of a family of proteins that share sequence similarity and the
ability to bind lipid droplets (Fig. 1). When first grouped as a family [18], these proteins were
termed the “PAT family” after the first three members identified: perilipin, adipocyte
differentiation-related protein (ADRP), and tail-interacting protein of 47 kiloDaltons (TIP47).
Two other proteins, S3-12 [19,20] and OXPAT [21–23], round out the family in mice and
humans. The members of the family differ from one another in size, tissue expression, affinity
for lipid droplets, stability when not bound to lipid droplets, and transcriptional regulation.
These differences imply that each PAT protein has distinct cellular functions, but all PAT
proteins likely regulate the interface between lipid droplets and their cellular environment. The
PAT proteins divide conceptually into those that are expressed in a tissue-restricted manner
(perilipin, S3-12, and OXPAT) versus ubiquitous manner (ADRP and TIP47) and into those
that are constitutively bound to lipid droplets (perilipin and ADRP, the CPATs) versus those
that demonstrate exchangeable lipid droplet binding (TIP47, S3-12, and OXPAT, the EPATs)
[24]. The next four sections of this review examine the mammalian PAT proteins in detail,
with emphasis on the best-characterized member of the family, perilipin. Other reviews
specifically focused on the PAT family have appeared over the past few years [24–26]. For
this review our goal is to incorporate important new published findings into a comprehensive
overview of this increasingly studied family of proteins.
The PAT family proteins have been independently identified, cloned, and characterized by
many different labs world-wide, each lab working in different model systems. Accordingly,
each PAT protein goes by several different names in the literature, which are summarized in
Table 1. It is likely that in the future a consensus nomenclature for the PAT family will be
agreed upon by the lipid droplet community. For the purpose of clarity in this review, we have
chosen to use the names perilipin, ADRP, TIP47, S3-12, and OXPAT to refer to the mammalian
proteins.
The PAT family is evolutionarily ancient; family members are present in many animal species
(like frogs and flies) and even in fungi and slime molds [18,27–29]. This conservation of the
family points to the importance of its function in regulating intracellular lipid stores. Indeed,
significant conservation between mammals and insects with respect to the molecular
mechanisms of lipid droplet metabolism extends to other proteins, including receptors,
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enzymes, and co-factors, at the level of sequence and/or function (Fig. 2). This conservation
highlights the tremendous potential of using genetically tractable model organisms to discover
novel mechanisms for the control of intracellular lipid storage and utilization. Accordingly,
this review includes an account of recent discoveries made in non-mammalian systems.
Aberrant cellular lipid metabolism has been associated with common human conditions that
cause significant morbidity and mortality, including atherosclerosis, cardiomyopathy, obesity,
type 2 diabetes mellitus, and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. We anticipate that basic
discoveries about how PAT proteins, mammalian and non-mammalian, contribute to the
regulation of cellular lipid stores will lead to novel approaches to these pressing issues in human
health.
2. Perilipin
In mice and humans, a single perilipin gene gives rise to at least three protein isoforms (perilipin
A, B and C) that share a common N-terminal region and differ in their C-terminal tails [30]
(Fig. 1). The shared region encompasses the PAT domain, three of the 6 recognized protein
kinase A (PKA) sites, a stretch of 16 aspartate and glutamate residues (the acidic loop region),
and two of three hydrophobic regions that target the protein to lipid droplets [31]. These regions
have been hypothesized to act as hydrophobic fingers that dip into the non-polar core of the
lipid droplet [32]. A fourth isoform, perilipin D, has been predicted based on isolation of
cDNAs that contain an in-frame stop codon within an unspliced intron [30]; to our knowledge
no protein that corresponds to the predicted perilipin D has been identified and reported.
Perilipin A is the most abundant isoform [16,33], and the focus of almost all functional studies
on perilipins.
2.1. Perilipin expression
Perilipin is a marker of adipocyte differentiation and thus has been used as a reporter gene to
identify regulators of adipogenesis. Expression of the perilipin gene is regulated primarily by
peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma (PPARγ); however, recent reports also
implicate the estrogen receptor related receptor alpha (ERRα) [34–37]. Furthermore, ERRα-
dependent perilipin expression is activated by PPARγ coactivator-1 alpha (PGC-1α) and
repressed by the small heterodimer partner (SHP) [34]. Perilipin expression also is activated
by the constitutive coactivator of PPARγ (CCPG) or repressed by tribbles homolog 3 (TRB3),
both acting through PPARγ [38,39]. By contrast, the pro-inflammatory cytokine tumor necrosis
factor alpha (TNFα) induces triacylglycerol (TAG) hydrolysis partially through a decrease in
perilipin mRNA and partially through an indirect elevation of cAMP [40,41]. The effect of
TNFα is at least in part mediated by NF-κB and occurs via the ERK pathway [42,43].
Perilipin associated with droplets has a half-life of 40 hours, while excess perilipin not bound
to droplets is rapidly degraded [44]. There is disagreement in the literature as to whether this
is due to a proteosomal or lysosomal mechanism. The Londos lab found that ubiquitinated
perilipin accumulates in the presence of the proteosomal inhibitors MG-132 and ALLN in CHO
cells [45]. The Greenberg lab was unable to replicate these results in either NIH-3T3 fibroblasts
or 3T3-L1 cells. Instead, this group found that perilipin degradation was blocked by the
lysosomal protease inhibitors leupeptin and ammonium chloride, thereby implicating the
lysosomal pathway [46,47]. Differences in cell type may account for some of the observed
dissimilarities. Because all 3 perilipin isoforms are stable only when bound to lipid, the mass
of cellular neutral lipid act as a means of post-translational control of perilipin protein levels
[44].
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2.2. Perilipin is polyphosphorylated by protein kinase A
Perilipin A was originally identified as the major protein kinase A substrate associated with
the lipid storage droplet [15]. Murine perilipin A is phosphorylated on up to 6 potential PKA
sites. It is currently unclear if other kinases play a role in its function. Upon phosphorylation
the role of perilipin A shifts from storage to mobilization of stored neutral lipid, as discussed
below. Perilipin A is dephosphorylated by protein phosphatase 1 [48]. The perilipins are the
only mammalian PAT family members whose function is known to be acutely regulated by
their phosphorylation state; phosphorylation dependent events have not been reported for
ADRP, TIP47, OXPAT, or S3-12.
2.3. The functions of perilipin in cellular TAG metabolism
Most functional studies of perilipin have focused on the role of murine perilipin A and have
utilized NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, or differentiated 3T3-L1
adipocytes. Each of these model cell systems has different strengths and weaknesses pertinent
to these studies. While differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes express native perilipin A and many
other adipocyte proteins, 3T3 cells and CHO cells lack many of these same proteins, but are
relatively easy to culture and transfect. Perilipins function in conjunction with other proteins
via protein-protein interactions, for example with CGI-58 and ATGL, as discussed below, and
these other proteins may not be present in all cell types. Also, results may vary between host
cells of different species. For example, the specific activity of ATGL orthologs towards lipid
substrates varies among species [49]. Thus, caution must be exercised in interpreting studies
in which perilipins of one species are expressed heterologously in a host cell of another species
and when using model cell systems that do not recapitulate the cellular milieu in which
perilipins are endogenously expressed. With these caveats in mind, cell-based studies of
perilipin have yielded insights into its role in cellular lipid metabolism.
Lipolysis is the hydrolysis of fatty acyl esters and is the means by which stored lipids are
mobilized for production of membranes and for provision of metabolic fuel substrates. For the
purpose of energy storage, fatty acids are esterified to a glycerol backbone to generate
sequentially mono-, di-, and triacylglycerols, whereas cholesteryl esters are made to store
excess cholesterol for membrane and hormone biosynthesis. In the adipocyte, catecholamines
signal through a β-adrenergic receptor and G-protein coupled signaling cascade to elevate
cellular cAMP levels (Fig. 2A). This in turn activates cAMP-dependent PKA, which
polyphosphorylates the perilipins and hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL). HSL then translocates
from the cytoplasm to the lipid droplet surface (Fig. 3A, B). Recently, another acyl hydrolase,
adipocyte triglyceride lipase (ATGL) has emerged as the principal TAG lipase, at least in mice.
ATGL catalyzes the initial step in lipolysis (TAG to diacylglycerol), while HSL catalyzes the
second step (diacylglycerol to monoacylglycerol), and a soluble monoglyceride lipase
catalyzes release of the remaining fatty acyl moiety from the glycerol backbone [50,51].
Data from transfected cells have implicated perilipin as an organizational node for the control
of lipolysis in adipocytes. In the hypophosphorylated state, perilipin A is a gatekeeper that
prevents lipases from gaining access to neutral lipids in the droplet core; thus, under basal
conditions, hypophosphorylated perilipin reduces TAG hydrolysis [52–55]. In contrast, once
phosphorylated, perilipin A actively facilitates lipase action, in part by recruiting HSL to the
droplet surface. Data from perilipin knockout mice are consistent with this model as such mice
show increased basal and decreased stimulated lipolysis [56,57].
There are 6 consensus PKA sites in murine perilipin A. The roles each of these sites play
continue to unfold, but it is clear that the mechanisms of perilipin A regulation are complex.
The sixth site in perilipin A (Ser517) is emerging as the master regulator of lipolysis [51].
Phosphorylation of this site is essential for activation of ATGL activity and the initial steps in
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lipolysis. Mutation of this site (S517A) diminishes forskolin stimulated (PKA dependent)
lipolysis by 95% without influencing basal lipolysis. Interestingly, a phosphomimetic mutant
designed to be constitutively active (S517D) does not elevate basal lipolysis in the absence of
PKA activation. However, in the presence of lipolytic stimuli, lipolysis is activated 35 % over
wild-type levels. Mutations of other PKA sites reveal that a combination of the three amino
terminal sites is required for optimal hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL) catalyzed TAG
hydrolysis [54,55].
Phosphorylation of perilipin A is essential for maximal PKA-stimulated lipolysis. Two groups
conducted studies using embryonic fibroblasts created from perilipin null mice. One found that
phosphorylation of the 3 amino terminal PKA sites of perilipin was essential for the
translocation of HSL [58], while the other found translocation in the absence of
phosphorylatable perilipin [59]. Both studies found that phosphorylation of perilipin A was
essential for maximal PKA-stimulated lipolysis. Additionally, Miyoshi and colleagues found
that PKA activation increased the amount of HSL that could be crosslinked to or
immunoprecipitated with perilipin A. When a mutant perilipin lacking all six PKA
phosphorylation sites was examined, the total amount of HSL crosslinked or precipitated was
diminished [59]. Currently, it is unclear if the three amino terminal PKA sites are responsible
solely for translocation or translocation as well as activation of HSL.
Prolonged stimulation of PKA leads to a change in adipocyte lipid droplet morphology wherein
relatively few large perinuclear lipid droplets of several microns to tens of microns diameter
fragment into thousands of submicron droplets, each coated with perilipins, which disperse
throughout the cytoplasm (Fig. 3B). Phosphorylation of the fifth PKA site (Ser492) has been
found to be the essential step in this process [60]. Mutation of Ser517 does not appear to
influence droplet dispersion [51]. While HSL translocation to the droplet surface is maximal
at 5 minutes, fragmentation and dispersion of lipid droplets are noticeable at 2 hours and
maximal at 8 hours. These studies were confirmed independently [51]. Fragmentation and
dispersion are not dependent on lipid breakdown [60], nor do they contribute to lipolysis in
the absence of perilipin phosphorylated on residue 517 [51]. Fragmentation and dispersion of
large lipid droplets provides a mechanism by which lipases could gain access to greater surface
area to permit higher levels of lipolysis.
The interaction of perilipin with other proteins is important for regulation of lipolysis in
adipocytes and is dependent on the phosphorylation state of perilipin. In the basal state,
perilipin A is associated with CGI-58 (Fig. 3A). CGI-58 is an activator of the acyl hydrolase
activity of ATGL [61–63]. CGI-58 was identified as a lipid droplet protein through proteomic
studies and as a PAT protein-interacting protein by yeast 2-hybrid screens [64,65]. CGI-58
localizes to lipid droplets in cells that express perilipin A but not in cells that express only
perilipin B [64]. Interestingly, while CGI-58 is an activator of ATGL, activation of PKA causes
dissociation of CGI-58 from the droplet surface, potentially through phosphorylation events
in the C-terminus of perilipin A as well as CGI-58 [66]. The presence or absence of CGI-58
does not seem to impact the dispersion of lipid droplets that occurs with the chronic
phosphorylation of perilipin A Ser492 [63]. It has not been determined whether perilipin,
ATGL, and CGI-58 simultaneously interact directly with one another on the droplet surface.
Recent studies have revealed that human CGI-58 acts as lysophosphatidic acid (LPA)
acyltransferase [67], whereby LPA is acylated to form phosphatidic acid, a key intermediate
in the biosynthesis of many glycerophospholipids. Mutations in CGI-58 previously reported
as associated with the neutral lipid storage disease Chanarin-Dorfman syndrome (Q130P and
E260K) and to disrupt the ATGL activation function of CGI-58 have no effect on its LPA
acyltransferase activity. The significance, if any, of the LPA acyltransferase of CGI-58, for the
control of lipolysis is not clear. One possibility is that the lipase activation and acyltransferase
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activities of CGI-58 fulfill two discreet and unrelated functions that may have more or less
prominent roles in different tissues. However, armed with Occam’s razor, it is tempting to
speculate that these two functions are integrated. The origin of the lysophosphatidic acid
substrate for CGI-58 is unknown, but kinase activity that generates LPA from
monoacylglycerol has been reported [68]. Perhaps CGI-58 mediates a shift of a product of
lipolysis, monoacylglycerol, into a phospholipid synthetic pathway [69,70]. Other possibilities
are that the phosphatidic acid generated or a metabolite further downstream serves in a signaling
capacity or acts as an allosteric regulator of the proteins involved in lipolysis.
Once phosphorylated by PKA, perilipin A functions as a scaffolding protein about which the
lipolytic machinery assembles. Phosphorylated HSL (on serines 659 and 660) requires
phosphorylated perilipin (some combination of the three amino terminal most-PKA sites) for
optimal activity and targeting to the lipid droplet. In turn, HSL interacts with AFABP (fatty
acid binding protein) [71].
Collectively, these data reveal the order of events in the lipolytic stimulation of an adipocyte
or adipocyte-like cell line (Fig. 3C). Catecholamines bind β-adrenergic receptors, which signal
through a heterotrimeric G-protein to activate adenyl cyclase, thereby elevating cAMP levels
and activating PKA. This step takes place in seconds or faster. PKA phosphorylates both
perilipin A and HSL. Maximal phosphorylation of perilipin A takes place in less than 2 minutes,
and HSL translocation peaks within five minutes. At the same time, CGI-58 dissociates from
the lipid droplet. The timing of the ATGL interaction with perilipin is unknown, but most likely
occurs concomitantly with perilipin phosphorylation and the departure of CGI-58 from the
droplet surface. If the lipolytic stimulus persists, droplets fragment and disperse into perilipin
A-coated microdroplets beginning at 2 hours and peaking at 8 hours. These microdroplets are
also coated with the other PAT proteins ADRP [4,46] and S3-12 [4], which do not coat lipid
droplets under basal conditions [4,20,72]. During prolonged lipolysis, induced either by PKA
activation [4] or by trans-10-cis-12 conjugated linoleic acid [73], ADRP also coats the surfaces
of larger lipid droplets.
2.4. The role of perilipin in physiology
Two groups independently ablated the perilipin gene in mice and characterized the metabolic
phenotype [56,57]. Perilipin knockout mice are lean and have normal body weight, but their
adipose mass is reduced 65–75%. They consume food normally and are resistant to diet-
induced obesity, but have increased peripheral insulin resistance at a young age. 14-week-old
animals have normal plasma glucose levels [57], but also have insulin levels increased 2-fold
over those of wild-type littermates, which suggests that perilipin knockout mice are insulin
resistant. The animals are otherwise healthy and reproduce normally.
Metabolic studies on perilipin null mice were conducted using indirect calorimetry. Null
animals consume more oxygen than wild type presumably due to increased thermogenesis.
Injection of wild-type animals with the β-3 receptor agonist CL316243 results in both an
increase in oxygen consumption and a drop in the respiratory exchange ratio (RER), which
indicates increased fat as opposed to carbohydrate catabolism [74]. By contrast, perilipin null
animals have an increase in oxygen consumption and a blunted fall in RER, consistent with an
animal that exhibits elevated basal and decreased stimulated lipolysis. In fact, lipolysis in
adipocytes isolated from perilipin null mice exhibit both elevated basal lipolysis and
diminished stimulated lipolysis.
Lipodystrophy is a condition of abnormal fat distribution, development or deterioration that
may occur in humans on a genetic or acquired basis. In contrast to lipodystrophic mouse
models, which often are very sick and typically exhibit severe fatty liver, perilipin knockout
mice are far healthier. Two plausible explanations are offered for this observation. Tansey and
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colleagues found that levels of leptin in the knockout mice failed to correlate with fat pad mass.
Plasma leptin levels between knockout and wild-type animals were similar, indicating that
adipocytes in the knockout continued to produce and secrete leptin despite not being able to
properly store TAG. Other lean mouse models with deficiency of functional adipose tissue are
deficient in leptin [75,76], and administration of leptin either by infusion or transgenic
overexpression reverses some of the pathology observed [77,78]. Thus, preserved leptin
secretion in perilipin knockout mice may protect against excessive ectopic lipid accumulation
and the associated metabolic complications.
Subsequent studies of perilipin null mice employing microarrays and hyperinsulinemic-
euglycemic clamps have provided further explanation for the observed resistance to weight
gain of perilipin null mice. Microarray studies were conducted on white adipose tissue (WAT),
kidney, liver, heart, and skeletal muscle. Given the tissue distribution of perilipin in mice, it is
not surprising that WAT had the greatest number of transcripts affected by perilipin gene
ablation (543 downregulated, 270 upregulated) [79]. Elevated levels of transcripts of enzymes
involved in beta-oxidation, the Krebs cycle, and the electron transport chain were all observed.
Furthermore, expression of steroyl-CoA desaturase-1 and other genes involved in lipid
biosynthesis was downregulated. Increased mRNAs for the uncoupling proteins UCP2 and
UCP3 in WAT and brown adipose tissue (BAT) were identified [80]. These alterations in gene
expression manifested themselves as changes in overall physiology. In clamp studies perilipin
knockout mice had peripheral insulin resistance, decreased hepatic glucose production, and
increased beta-oxidation [80]. In contrast to the glucose tolerance test results reported by
Tansey et al., the animals used in this study displayed no elevation in plasma glucose but did
show significant peripheral insulin resistance when tested using a low dose insulin clamp.
Differences in the strains of the mice used in these two studies may account for the reported
differences. The observed euglycemia in these studies and the decrease in hepatic glucose
output are explained in two ways. First, being lean, the perilipin knockout mice have a
decreased output of glycerol to serve as a substrate for gluconeogenesis. Second,
gluconeogenesis is itself impaired as evidenced by a decreased ability to incorporate pyruvate
into glucose. At least two of the key enzymes in gluconeogenesis, phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxy kinase (PEPCK) and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, are downregulated in these animals.
Increases in fatty acid oxidation were found in liver, muscle, and adipose tissues. Hence, the
perilipin knockout mice adapt to the elevated basal lipolysis by upregulating catabolic
pathways and downregulating anabolic ones.
2.5. Roles of perilipins in human health
Several studies have focused on how perilipin expression changes with obesity. These studies
offer conflicting results. Kern and colleagues observed that perilipin A expression in abdominal
subcutaneous adipose tissue was positively correlated with obesity, but not insulin resistance
in a non-diabetic cohort [81]. The population for the study was of mixed race and gender. In
this study perilipin A mRNA levels were increased compared to total body fat percentage. In
contrast, Wang found a significant decrease in perilipin A message and protein levels in obese
subjects when samples were normalized to total protein or cell size (surface area) [82], but
mass of perilipin A per cell did not change. Interestingly, subcutaneous perilipin A protein
levels were higher in obese men compared to obese women, which the authors speculated may
give rise to the higher levels of basal lipolysis observed in women. In a separate study,
Mottagui-Tabar and colleagues also found a significant diminution of perilipin A protein levels
(50%) in the abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue of obese women; men were not included
in this study [83]. Both basal and stimulated lipolysis were increased by two- to four-fold. A
polymorphism at 11482G/A was commonly found, and subjects homozygous for the A allele
had increased basal and stimulated lipolysis along with perilipin protein levels reduced by up
to 80%.
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Several studies have investigated the relationship between genetic variation in the perilipin
locus and human disease. At least 11 different single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have
been noted in the human perilipin gene. Association of these SNPs with human diseases may
be complicated by the polygenic nature of the diseases in question (obesity, diabetes, and
hypertension), gender effects, and environmental factors (obesity, weight loss, diet, and drug
treatment), as well as the frequency of the alleles in question in the selected population. Not
all alleles are polymorphic in all populations. Studies of SNPs in the perilipin gene are
summarized in Table 2. Several excellent reviews exist on these findings [84,85]. All of the
known perilipin SNPs studied are in non-coding regions.
One of the most consistent and striking observations regarding perilipin gene polymorphisms
is the effect of gender on associated metabolic phenotypes. With few exceptions all the
observed linkages are only found in women. While the authors of these studies note that there
is, at present, no known functional basis for the observed gender association [84], there is
clearly a complex interplay between genes, gender, and environment in matters regarding the
metabolic syndrome and related pathologies.
Several drugs used in the clinic have been shown to affect perilipin gene expression. The most
widely prescribed of these drugs are the thiazolidinediones (TZDs), which are PPARγ agonists.
Treatment of a rat model of type 2 diabetes with the TZD rosiglitazone results in increased
perilipin mRNA and protein levels in subcutaneous but not visceral adipose pools, which offers
one explanation for the fat redistribution seen in patients on these compounds [86]. The
experimental thiazolidinedione BRL 49653 reduces TNFα-induced lipolysis, but not
catecholamine-stimulated lipolysis, and ameliorates the reductions in adipocyte perilipin that
are associated with TNFα treatment [87,88].
Antiretroviral therapies used to treat HIV infection are often associated with increased rates of
lipolysis. This has been most clearly seen with the aspartate-based protease inhibitors nilfinivir
and ritonavir. Two different studies have found that decreases in perilipin A protein are at least
partially responsible for the increase in lipolysis. The studies suggested significantly different
mechanisms how perilipin protein levels are decreased. One study found that the decrease was
at the mRNA level [89], while the second found that the increased lipolysis could be directly
attributed to increased perilipin degradation in lysosomes [47].
Several nutritional supplements have recently been identified as compounds that may prove to
be interesting antiobesity treatments. Trans-10, cis-12 conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) and the
soy isoflavone genistein have both been shown to decrease neutral lipid stores [90,91]. Each
of these compounds is thought to act at the transcriptional level to modulate expression of genes
involved in neutral lipid metabolism, including the perilipin gene: CLA acting on PPARγ and
genestein acting through the estrogen receptor.
2.6. Disease states may affect perilipin expression
The initial papers that characterized the perilipins identified them as components of white and
brown adipose tissue and steroidogenic tissues, such as adrenal cortex and Leydig cells of
testis. They were not found to any appreciable extent by either immunoblotting or Northern
blot analysis in other tissues. With the advent of microarray data and the GEO (Gene Expression
Omnibus) profiles database, several hundred studies have entries attributed to perilipin
transcripts. Many of these entries come from tissues other than ones previously cited, including
various parts of brain, breast tissue, several cancers, and many others. It is possible that in some
of these instances the tissue sample in question had adipocytes interspersed in the tissue of
interest [92]. Likewise, analysis of complex tissues should be undertaken with the appreciation
that microscopy needs to be applied to identify which cells are expressing the protein of interest.
Immunoblot analysis of tissues may well have contaminating levels of perilipins from nearby
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adipose tissue. Additionally, the similarity between PAT family members in terms of their
amino acid sequence raises questions of antibody specificity. Several excellent antibodies have
been generated against the perilipin sequence with minimal cross reactivity. The specificity of
commercially available antibodies to the perilipins may not be known and should not be
presumed.
The role perilipin plays in neutral lipid biochemistry has led several investigators to
hypothesize that the perilipins are also expressed in macrophages found in atherosclerotic
plaques. Several reports indicate that perilipins A and B are expressed at a low level in atheroma
or cultured macrophages [93–95]. However, investigators have found ADRP to be the major
lipid droplet protein in many of these same tissues [95–99]. It is possible that neutral lipid
storage begins with ADRP as it does in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes and that subsequent perilipin
expression is a sign of more significant lipid accumulation. The origin of cells (preadipocyte
vs. monocyte derived macrophages) expressing these proteins remains in question and may
provide clues to some of the divergent results observed.
Initial reports of perilipin expression failed to find significant expression in liver, but it is
possible that in pathological states the situation is different. Regenerating liver tissue undergoes
lipid deposition. In a partial hepatectomy model, compounds or processes that inhibited lipid
deposition (glucocorticoid receptor disruption, leptin treatment, and rosiglitizone treatment)
all suppressed hepatic lipid deposition and blunted hepatocyte proliferation [100,101]. In
general, these studies have found that an adipogenic pattern of gene expression is necessary to
initiate liver repair. A recent report examined the expression of PAT proteins in human fatty
liver and found perilipin A expression in steatotic hepatocytes, but not retinoid storing stellate
cells [102]. A strength of this study is that multiple independent techniques, including
microscopic and biochemical analysis, were employed to reach this conclusion. It is of interest
to note that the authors did not observe perilipin expression in Kupffer cells, the resident
macrophages of the liver, under these conditions.
High levels of lipids are damaging to islet cells of the pancreas and have been implicated in
the development of type 2 diabetes. Recently, ectopic adipocytes have been found both in the
exocrine tissues of the pancreas of diabetic patients and in mice fed high fat diets [103]. In this
study perilipin protein was used as a marker of adipocytes and correlated positively with total
pancreatic triacylglycerols. The authors concluded that ectopic adipocytes in the pancreas
changed the surrounding milieu, presumably leading to elevated free fatty acid levels in tissues
surrounding the islet cells, and eventually contributing to β-cell failure.
Perilipin expression has also been detected in sebaceous glands [104] and has recently been
used as a marker of sebaceous epithelial-myoepithelial carcinoma of the parotid gland [105].
Collectively these data indicate that perilipin expression may be strongly affected by the
metabolic state of the organism and that, in certain disease states, perilipin may be expressed
in tissues not identified in initial characterizations.
2.7. Perilipin may not localize exclusively to the surface of lipid storage droplets
The perilipins were originally identified as integral lipid droplet proteins resistant to carbonate
washing and found on the surface of the lipid storage droplet [16,33]. Initial studies were
conducted using both biochemical and microscopic analysis. Subsequently, perilipin functions
have been studied in a number of cultured cell systems (NIH 3T3, 3T3-L1 adipocytes, CHO,
and MEFs), and perilipin has consistently been found at the surface of lipid droplets. Several
recent studies call this exclusive localization into question.
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Two independent groups have found evidence that perilipin A [106] or B [107] can localize to
the plasma membrane. These studies offer biochemical evidence in the form of cell
fractionation studies and rely heavily on immunogold electron microscopy and
immunofluorescence. It should be noted that the EPATs (S3-12, TIP47, and OXPAT) associate
with cellular compartments in addition to lipid droplets. This may be the case for perilipins as
well. Similarly, one of these groups reported perilipins in the hydrophobic core of lipid droplets
[108]. These studies relied on freeze fracture immunogold electron microscopy. The
physiological role perilipins may play in the core of the droplet remains unexplained.
Another group has reported that perilipin, rather than coating the central lipid droplet of
adipocytes, coats smaller droplets peripheral to the central lipid droplet [109]. The authors
assert that the choice of cells (transformed fibroblasts, 3T3-L1 adipocytes and primary white
adipocytes) and culture conditions (3D matrices) better simulate conditions found in vivo. This
study also employed a novel approach, whereby constructs coding for perilipin-EYFP and
HSL-ECFP fusion proteins were electroporated into suprascapular white adipose tissue in
living mice. Using this approach, localization of these proteins was studied after several days
in living tissue. The authors found that both fusions target to small lipid droplets and conclude
that this pool of small droplets that surround the central lipid storage droplet is the metabolically
active pool, separate and distinct from the main droplet. However, they did not identify any of
the known lipid droplet coat proteins on the main droplet. One possible explanation is that the
fluorescent protein tag is influencing the properties of the fusion protein, yet this does not
explain other observations made in this same study. Immunofluorescence studies using
cultured cells and antibodies directed against native proteins produced similar results; perilipin
A and HSL targeted to droplets peripheral to the main storage depot.
Many of the aforementioned studies employ microscopy as the main means of investigation.
The literature offers many caveats when examining PAT proteins by microscopy. As the initial
steps in several microscopic techniques are either geared towards delipidating the sample or
fixing the cells in solvents that hold the potential to delipidate, there exists a strong possibility
that commonly used techniques which may work well on other proteins in other tissues fail to
provide satisfactory results when employed to study the perilipins or other PAT proteins.
Several works describe in detail the steps that must be taken to conduct microscopic analysis
on lipid-laden cells and tissues [110,111].
One final observation concerns the source of anti-perilipin antibody used in these studies, many
of which employ antisera obtained from a single commercial supplier. It may be worthwhile
for the research community to compare these antisera to others that have been used in the past
to be certain of antibody specificity and to identify specific epitopes that are recognized by the
reagent.
3. ADRP/Adipophilin/ADFP/ADPH
ADRP is a 50 kiloDalton protein that was first identified as an RNA transcript significantly
induced during differentiation of cultured adipocytes [112,113]. Sequence similarity of ADRP
to the perilipins led to the discovery that ADRP coats small lipid storage droplets in a variety
of cell lines, including early differentiating 3T3-L1 adipocytes [114].
3.1 ADRP and adipogenesis
In contrast to ADRP mRNA, ADRP protein decreases as adipocyte differentiation progresses,
while perilipin mRNA and protein levels increase. Whereas early adipocytes have smaller,
ADRP-coated lipid droplets, mature adipocytes have larger, perilipin-coated lipid droplets. As
has been shown for perilipin, ADRP that is not bound to lipid droplets is degraded via the
ubiquitin/proteosome pathway [46,115]. Thus, both perilipin and ADRP generally behave as
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constitutive lipid droplet proteins, CPATs, (as reviewed in [24]), but perilipin appears to out-
compete ADRP for lipid droplet binding in adipocytes. Unlike the restricted tissue distribution
of perilipin (adipocytes, steroidogenic cells, and perhaps macrophage foam cells), that of
ADRP is more generalized to include many other tissues that accumulate lipids [116], with the
major exception being mature human adipocytes.
3.2 ADRP in perilipin null mice
In perilipin-null mice ADRP replaces perilipin on adipocyte lipid storage droplets [57], but
ADRP does not functionally compensate for loss of perilipin with respect to regulating lipolysis
[56,57]. Since basal lipolysis is increased in perilipin-null mice, ADRP appears to be a less
robust barrier to lipases than perilipin. Also, the blunting of catecholamine-induced lipolysis
observed in perilipin-null mice suggests that ADRP does not facilitate stimulated lipolysis to
the extent that perilipin does, though protein-protein interaction between ADRP and CGI-58
has been reported [117].
3.3 Studies of ADRP function in cellular lipid metabolism
Studies to elucidate the function of ADRP have included gain- and loss-of-function
experiments in cells and gene targeting and silencing in mice. Although the experimental
systems and designs have varied from study to study and the results have differed in some
respects, the weight of the data supports a role for ADRP in limiting the interaction of lipases
with the neutral lipid within the droplets, thereby promoting neutral lipid accumulation. The
mechanism by which ADRP hinders lipase targeting to lipid droplets has not been elucidated
experimentally.
Overexpression of ADRP has been associated with expansion of lipid droplet pools and
increased cellular triacylglycerol (TAG) mass in multiple studies. For examples, over-
expression of a green fluorescent protein (GFP)-ADRP fusion protein in Swiss-3T3 cells
resulted in increased triacylglycerol (TAG) content, even when the cells were cultured in
delipidated serum [118]. Lipid droplet size and number were also increased compared with
LacZ control cells. Similarly, stable heterologous expression of ADRP in human embryonic
kidney (HEK) 293 cells, which express very little endogenous ADRP, resulted in increased
cellular TAG accumulation both with and without oleate supplementation, and there was
increased partitioning of oleate-driven TAG into the lipid droplet fraction at the expense of the
membrane fraction [119]. As was shown previously for perilipin [52], the effect of ADRP on
cellular TAG and lipid droplets appears to have been due at least in part to reduced TAG
catabolism. These studies exploited the activity of Triacsin C to block TAG synthesis via
inhibition of acyl CoA synthases. When cells are lipid loaded by oleate supplementation and
then treated with Triacsin C, the changes in cellular TAG mass over time should reflect the
rate of TAG hydrolysis. In the experiments cited above, oleate-loaded HEK 293 cells that
expressed exogenous ADRP maintained greater TAG levels over time than did wild-type HEK
293 cells [119]. At least one mechanism for the ability of ADRP to reduce TAG hydrolysis is
reduced localization of the major TAG lipase, ATGL, to lipid droplets, as demonstrated by
both microscopy and immunoblotting [119]. ADRP expression was also associated with
reduced lipid droplet binding of another PAT protein, TIP47, as well as other unidentified
proteins. Another group has reported experiments using chimeras of TIP47 and ADRP are
consistent with the amino-terminal half of ADRP being responsible for exclusion of TIP47
from lipid droplets in the absence of exogenous oleate [120].
How might ADRP exclude other proteins from the lipid droplet? Listenberger and colleagues
have proposed that, in binding to lipid droplets via hydrophobic interactions with the neutral
lipid core, ADRP crowds together the phospholipids that form the monolayer around each
droplet [119]. Thus, other proteins that also rely on hydrophobic interactions with the lipid
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droplet core in order to associate with lipid droplets may be denied access, especially if they
bind with lower affinity. In this context, several natural mutants of ATGL that are associated
with neutral lipid storage disease in humans result in truncation of ~200 amino acids from the
ATGL carboxyl-terminus, including most or all of a predicted 45 amino acid hydrophobic
region [49]. Notably, these ATGL truncation mutants have increased TAG hydrolase activity,
but reduced lipid droplet binding. One possibility is that the presence of ADRP on lipid droplets
prevents ATGL from inserting a hydrophobic anchor into the droplet core, but at this point
there is no data that specifically implicates the hydrophobic motif of ATGL in lipid droplet
binding.
3.4 Mouse models of ADRP deficiency
The significance of ADRP in hepatic lipid metabolism has been established by loss-of-function
experiments in mice created by Larry Chan’s group. Chang and colleagues generated mice
globally deficient in full-length ADRP by gene knockout [121]. ADRP deficient mice
displayed normal adipocyte and adipose tissue differentiation and function, as assessed by
histology, adipocyte marker expression, adipocyte TAG mass, white and brown adipose mass,
basal lipolysis, and catecholamine-stimulated lipolysis. The mice also had normal plasma
lipids, glucose, and insulin levels. These data suggest that ADRP is dispensable with respect
to the function of the mature adipocyte and to its development. However, ADRP deficiency
was associated with reduced liver TAG content and with attenuation of hepatic steatosis
induced by high-fat feeding. The overall reduction in liver TAG was not explained by reduced
fatty acid uptake or increased β-oxidation in primary hepatocytes nor by reduced lipogenesis
or lipogenic enzyme activity in mouse livers. There was a non-significant trend towards
increased TAG secretion from liver, but no change in systemic TAG clearance. The authors
noted that VLDL secretion was at least preserved despite reduced intrahepatocyte TAG, but
the mechanism for reduced hepatic TAG in ADRP deficient mice remains unclear.
Though lipid droplets in the livers of high-fat fed ADRP deficient mice were reduced in size
and number compared to those of high-fat fed wild-type mice, and TAG levels in the cytosol
were reduced, TAG levels in the microsomal fraction were increased. Levels of microsomal
triglyceride transfer protein (MTP), a protein essential for lipoprotein assembly and secretion,
were also increased. As noted by the authors, these data are consistent with ADRP having a
role in the formation of lipid droplets, whereby inhibition of lipid droplet biogenesis would
lead to accumulation of TAG at the site of initial lipid droplet formation, the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) membrane. The authors proposed that increased hepatic MTP preserves TAG
export in the form of VLDL and shift the liver lipid economy during high-fat feeding from
storage to export.
Interpretation of these data is complicated by the subsequent finding that the ADRP deficient
mouse line studied unexpectedly expresses an amino-terminal truncation of ADRP (termed
“Δ2,3 ADPH”), at least in the lactating mammary gland, that may partially replace the function
of full-length ADRP in lipid droplet formation and secretion [122]. To our knowledge, it has
not been clarified whether this truncated ADRP, which likely corresponds to an ADRP variant
endogenously expressed in mammary tissue, is expressed in other tissues of the ADRP deficient
mouse model.
Imai and colleagues have reported metabolic effects of ADRP antisense oligonucleotides
administered by intraperitoneal injection to two mouse models of hepatic steatosis, ob/ob mice
and high-fat fed obese mice [123]. In both cases, reduction of hepatic ADRP protein by
antisense treatment was associated with significant hepatic and systemic changes in lipid and
glucose metabolism. Similar to the genetic model of ADRP deficiency, hepatic TAG was
decreased in the ADRP antisense treated mice, and the mice were protected from hepatic
steatosis on a high-fat diet. However, in contrast to the genetic model, expression of lipogenic
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genes was decreased, and plasma triglycerides and hepatic TAG secretion were reduced. The
beneficial effects of antisense-mediated reduction in hepatic ADRP appeared to be due to
reduced lipogenesis rather than increased lipolysis or increased TAG export as VLDL. These
changes were accompanied by improved insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance, as well as
reduced body fat. Reduction in hepatic ADRP did not promote liver damage; on the contrary,
serum alanine aminotransferase, a marker of liver injury, was significantly reduced in both
genetic and diet-induced obese models.
How do we explain the differences in phenotype between the ADRP knockout mouse reported
by the Chan lab and the mouse with knockdown of hepatic ADRP reported by Imai and
colleagues? The experimental approaches employed by each lab resulted in differences in the
degree of ADRP deficiency, location (tissues) of ADRP deficiency, and timing of ADRP
deficiency during development. These factors may have influenced degree, location, and
timing of compensatory changes in expression of other genes involved in lipid and
carbohydrate metabolism.
3.5 ADRP protein levels in human skeletal muscle
Interventions associated with improved insulin sensitivity in human, weight loss in obese, non-
diabetic subjects and treatment of type 2 diabetic subjects with insulin sensitizers (troglitazone
or metformin), have been associated with increased skeletal muscle ADRP protein levels
[124].
3.6 Cell-based studies of ADRP and lipoprotein metabolism
The link between ADRP and hepatic lipoprotein synthesis is supported by cell-based studies
of hepatoma cell lines. Magnusson and colleagues manipulated ADRP levels in a hepatoma
cell line (McA-RH 7777 cells) and in primary rat hepatocytes. Increased ADRP partitioned
TAG into lipid storage droplets and reduced secretion of TAG as VLDL [125]. Conversely,
silencing of ADRP expression with siRNA resulted in reduced lipid droplets, increased fatty
acid β-oxidation, and increased secretion of apoB-48 VLDL1. The reduction in lipid droplets
contrasted with results reported for ADRP deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs)
[126] derived from the ADRP knockout mice generated by the Chan lab. ADRP null MEFs
did not differ from wild-type MEFs in lipid droplet accumulation, uptake of radiolabeled oleate,
or release of radiolabeled oleate into the media. Sztalryd and colleagues found increased TIP47
mRNA and protein in the knockout MEFs and suggested that increased TIP47 functionally
compensated for ADRP deficiency [126]. The effects of ADRP deficiency differ from cell-
type to cell-type and, likely, from tissue to tissue.
3.7 ADRP and atherosclerosis
ADRP deficiency has been associated with reduced lipid accumulation not only in the liver
but also in macrophage foam cells in vitro and within the vessel wall [127]. Using the same
ADRP knockout mice generated by the Chan laboratory, Paul and colleagues found that lack
of full-length ADRP was associated with reduced size of atherosclerotic lesions in
atherosclerosis susceptible mice (ApoE−/−), despite unchanged plasma cholesterol and
triglycerides. Peritoneal macrophages isolated from ADRP deficient ApoE−/− mice showed
increased cholesterol efflux and reduced cholesterol ester accumulation. There was no effect
of ADRP deficiency on expression of genes involved in intracellular cholesterol metabolism,
on microsomal acyl-CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase (ACAT) activity, nor on the rate of
cholesterol ester hydrolysis. These studies of ADRP deficiency suggest that ADRP has a
primary role in channeling cholesterol into the stored cholesterol ester pool of macrophage
foam cells, as opposed to the pool available for efflux, thereby promoting atherosclerosis in
the ApoE−/− mouse model.
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3.8 Regulation ADRP expression and function
Given the accumulating in vivo evidence that ADRP facilitates ectopic lipid accumulation in
the liver and vessel wall, it is increasingly important to understand the factors that regulate its
expression and function. Studies thus far have focused on transcriptional regulation, post-
translational modification, post-translational stability, and protein-protein interactions. Like
perilipin gene expression in adipocytes [35,36,128], ADRP gene expression is regulated by
nuclear hormone receptors of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)
subfamily, including PPARα in hepatocytes [129] and PPARβ/δ in keratinocytes [130]. A
PPAR response element (PPRE) has been identified in both the mouse [131] and human
[132] ADRP promoters. Ligands for PPAR receptors, including long-chain fatty acids [133],
PPAR agonists [36,134–137], and cyclooxygenase inhibitors [138], have been shown to induce
ADRP mRNA, but these effects vary among cell-types and species. ADRP mRNA did not
increase significantly in the subcutaneous adipose tissue of humans with impaired glucose
tolerance after 10 weeks of PPARγ agonist treatment [22]. Transcriptional activation of the
ADRP gene by long-chain fatty acids may provide a feed-forward mechanism, whereby
increased ADRP provides a reservoir to sequester the final reaction products of neutral lipid
synthesis. This process could drive the synthesis reactions forward and may explain the early
observation that overexpression of ADRP increased fatty acid uptake into COS-7 cells [139].
Although the potential to modulate ADRP expression pharmacologically at the transcriptional
level is clear, agents that do so affect expression of many other genes as well.
ADRP may be post-translationally modified by phosphorylation, acylation, or ubiquitination.
Using mass spectrometry, Bartz and colleagues identified a human ADRP phospho-peptide
(serine 291) in the phospho-proteome of lipid droplets isolated from oleate-treated HeLa cells
[2]. This serine is conserved in the mouse ADRP. As noted in the discussion of perilipin,
phosphorylation of other lipid droplet proteins, including perilipin and HSL, influences the
function and/or localization to lipid droplets of these proteins. However, the functional
significance of ADRP phosphorylation is not known, nor has the upstream kinase been
reported.
ADRP is a component of the milk lipid globule membrane, which surrounds triglyceride
droplets in milk [140]. Analysis of ADRP derived from milk lipid globule membranes suggests
modification by acylation [140]. Mechanisms of targeting ADRP to lipid droplets in other cells
have focused on peptide motifs in the primary sequence, as discussed below, but a role for
acylation in lipid droplet localization has not been excluded.
Similar to perilipin, ADRP that is not bound to lipid droplets is covalently modified with
ubiquitin and targeted for proteosomal degradation [115]. Compounds that inhibit the targeting
of ubiquinated proteins to proteosomes led to increased ADRP protein levels and
triacylglycerol levels in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells cultured in lipid-poor conditions,
but lysosomal and other protease inhibitors did not [115]. Also, lipid-loading of CHO cells
was associated with reduced levels of ubiquitinated ADRP, which is consistent with a model
in which increased lipid accumulation protects ADRP from the action of a ubiquitin ligase.
Recently, an amino-terminal truncation of ADRP that corresponded to Δ2,3 ADPH (ADRP
with residues 1–89 removed) was found to resist proteosomal degradation under lipid-poor
culture conditions [120]. Thus, exogenous fatty acids may increase ADRP levels both by
activating transcription of the ADRP gene and by promoting triacylglycerol synthesis, thereby
providing additional lipid droplet surface to protect ADRP protein from degradation.
The stabilization of ADRP by TAG accumulation in lipid droplets and its destabilization by
delipidation explains observations in many different experimental systems in which states of
increased fatty acid flux are associated with increased ADRP protein and its association with
lipid droplets. For example, overnight fasting of mice was associated with increased lipid
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accumulation and increased total ADRP and lipid droplet-associated ADRP in liver [22]. In
this scenario, delivery of fatty acids liberated from adipose tissue leads to increased TAG
accumulation in hepatocytes, thereby providing both fatty acid ligands to activate ADRP gene
transcription and increased lipid droplet surface to stabilize ADRP protein. In a contrasting
metabolic state, that of prolonged isoproterenol-stimulation of lipolysis in engineered
adipocytes that express both perilipin and ADRP, ADRP protein also increased in parallel with
ADRP binding to lipid droplets [46]. Notably, perilipin levels remained constant under these
conditions. Perhaps the expansion of the lipid droplet surface due to fragmentation and
dispersion of droplets during prolonged lipolysis created additional binding sites for ADRP
with consequent stabilization of the protein. An alternative explanation suggested by the
authors is that ADRP is able to displace perilipin during prolonged lipolysis or to associate
with lipid droplets formed during re-esterification of fatty acids [46].
Analysis of the affinity of ADRP for lipid droplet binding has focused on analysis of ADRP
truncation or deletion mutant proteins. As is the case for perilipin, no single domain or motif
of ADRP has been found to be both necessary and sufficient for lipid droplet binding [141–
143]. Rather, regions in both the amino- and carboxyl-terminal halves of the full-length protein
appear to contribute to such binding. Although ADRP associates with lipid droplets via
hydrophobic interactions, its association with lipid droplets may be regulated by protein
complexes. Nakamura and colleagues identified ADP-ribosylation factor 1 (ARF1) as an
ADRP-interacting protein by yeast two-hybrid screening and confirmed the interaction by co-
immunoprecipitation [144]. ADRP preferentially associated with GDP-bound ARF1 and not
GTP-bound ARF1. Expression of a mutant ARF1 to mimic the GDP-bound state (dominant
negative) resulted in dissociation of ADRP from lipid droplets. This guanine nucleotide-
dependent ADRP-ARF1 interaction suggests a means of regulating the lipid droplet surface
proteome that is independent of the accessibility of the hydrophobic droplet core to ADRP
targeting domains. Recently, protein complexes of ADRP and SNARE proteins have been
identified in NIH 3T3 cells and implicated in homotypic lipid droplet fusion [145]. ADRP also
forms complexes with the microtubule minus-end motor protein dynein, and disruption of
dynein reduces lipid droplet formation [146].
3.9 ADRP, the constitutive PAT protein for non-adipocytes
In non-adipocytes the steady state protein levels of ADRP correlate with intracellular neutral
lipid, and its association with lipid droplets increases during states of increased lipid flux as
additional lipid droplet surface is created. Though its precise function remains to be defined,
manipulation of ADRP expression both in cells and in organisms is associated with marked
changes in lipid metabolism. In some tissues, ADRP may promote lipid accumulation at the
cost of reduced lipid export via lipoprotein secretion or reverse transport (hepatic steatosis,
atherosclerosis), but in other tissues ADRP may sequester lipid and attenuate lipotoxic damage
(skeletal muscle). Despite the proliferation of ADRP studies in the literature, whether and how
ADRP can be exploited as a therapeutic target in lipid-associated human disease remain as
important questions.
4. TIP47/PP17/M6PBP
4.1 TIP47, the first reported exchangeable lipid droplet protein
Tail-interacting protein of 47 kiloDaltons (TIP47) was identified as a relative of perilipin and
ADRP by sequence similarity of their amino-termini [116,147] (Fig. 1). Whereas perilipin and
ADRP are both regulated by PPARs as discussed above, TIP47 is not PPAR-regulated [36].
In contrast to perilipin and similar to ADRP, TIP47 is expressed in almost if not all tissues.
The sequence homology between ADRP and TIP47 extends throughout the entire lengths of
the proteins, over which they are 43% identical [116,147] (Fig. 1). Consistent with this
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sequence similarity, Wolins and colleagues found TIP47 to associate with lipid droplets in cells
incubated with oleate [147]. Though initially questioned [148], this result was independently
confirmed [18]. In contrast to perilipin and ADRP, TIP47 was stable in the cytosol when HeLa
cells were grown in lipid-poor medium and moved onto lipid droplets in response to lipid
loading. TIP47 was later shown to behave similarly in 3T3-L1 adipocytes [72] and in mouse
liver [22].
4.2 Other proposed roles for TIP47
TIP47 was initially described as directly binding the cytoplasmic “tail” of mannose 6-
phosphate receptors and mediating their transport from the endosomal compartment to the
trans-Golgi network [149]. Thus, it is possible that lipid-loading of cells may interfere with
other functions of TIP47 by its recruitment to lipid droplets. In another context, Sato and
colleagues found that expression in a hepatoma cell line of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) core
protein, which largely localized to lipid droplets, was associated with redistribution of TIP47
from the cytosol to lipid droplets, perhaps as a result of reduced ADRP expression [6]. The
authors hypothesized that changes in lipid metabolism associated with HCV core protein
expression in the liver may be due to reduced TIP47 available for endosomal trafficking. In
other contexts, TIP47 has been implicated as a cofactor in HIV viral assembly [150], as a
mechanism for targeting a protein-tyrosine phosphatase to secretory vesicles [151], and as an
inhibitor of retinylester hydrolysis by GS2 lipase and hormone-sensitive lipase in keratinocytes
[152].
4.3 TIP47, lipid droplets, and the eye
Recent experiments have extended the potential importance of TIP47 to tissues other than those
directly relevant to systemic lipid metabolism. Exposure of mouse eyes to light flashes
photobleaches rhodopsin in photoreceptor cells and leads to increased all-trans-retinol, which
is taken up, esterified with fatty acids, and stored in droplets within the retinal pigment
epithelium. Tsuiki and colleagues found that light flashes to mouse eye and incubation of a
cultured human retinal pigment epithelial cell line with all-trans-retinol led to increased lipid
droplet formation and TIP47 translocation from the cytosol to lipid droplets [153]. In contrast,
ADRP was constitutively associated with lipid droplets. This process was highly reminiscent
of TIP47 recruitment to TAG-containing lipid droplets upon oleate-loading. Based on the
previous description of TIP47 as a retinylester hydrolase inhibitor, the authors investigated
whether TIP47 might function similarly in the eye. However, over 70% knockdown of TIP47
by siRNA did not significantly alter accumulation of retinyl esters.
4.4 Functional studies of TIP47 using RNA interference
The function of TIP47 has also been explored by siRNA-mediated knockdown in ADRP
deficient MEFs [126], as discussed above, and in a liver cell line [154]. In ADRP deficient
MEFs, TIP47 replaces ADRP as the predominant PAT protein on lipid droplets. MEFs deficient
in both TIP47 and ADRP, compared with ADRP deficient MEFs, partitioned more exogenous
fatty acids into phospholipids at the expense of triacylglycerol, but total lipid uptake was
similar. Combined PAT protein deficiency was also associated with increased basal lipolysis
over the first hour [126]. Subsequently, Bell and colleagues knocked down TIP47 and ADRP
singly and together in the AML12 liver cell line [154]. Morphologically, TIP47 knockdown
cells had smaller, more numerous lipid droplets, whereas ADRP knockdown cells had lipid
droplets similar in size and number to control AML12 cells. ADRP knockdown resulted in
increased TIP47 on lipid droplets, similar to what was observed in Huh7 cells [155].
Knockdown of both TIP47 and ADRP was associated with lipid droplets that were much larger
in size and fewer in number. The authors suggested that the larger droplets were the result of
uncontrolled droplet fusion, thereby highlighting the role of PAT proteins in emulsifying
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intracellular neutral lipids. Combined knockout also resulted in increased lipolysis and
increased ATGL and CGI-58 in the fat cake. These effects on lipid metabolism were
accompanied by changes at multiple steps of the insulin signaling pathway consistent with
decreased insulin sensitivity. Knocking down ATGL in addition to the PAT proteins corrected
the defect in insulin-stimulated Akt phosphorylation. These studies, taken together, provide
strong evidence that the relative expression of PAT proteins influences cellular lipid
metabolism and secondarily influences insulin signaling, most likely by means of controlling
access of lipases to stored lipid esters.
4.5 The structure of TIP47
Solution of the crystal structure of the carboxyl 60% of TIP47 has provided insight into how
PAT proteins may bind lipid droplets [156]. This structure consists of a four-helix bundle
domain and an α/β domain with a hydrophobic cleft between them. The hydrophobic cleft may
form a binding pocket for small molecules. Disruption of this cleft by alanine mutagenesis
resulted in some TIP47 mutants that localized to lipid droplets even in the absence of oleate
loading [155]. The four-helix bundle structure of TIP47 is similar to a structure in the amino-
terminal half of apoE that can reversibly open to expose hydrophobic surfaces and bind
lipoproteins or close to remain stable in solution. The similarity of the four-helix bundles in
apoE and TIP47 suggests a common mechanism for reversible binding to lipoproteins and lipid
droplets, respectively, as has been discussed in reviews [24,25].
5. S3-12 and MLDP/OXPAT/LSDP5
5.1 S3-12 and OXPAT, tandem genes with reciprocal expression
Like TIP47, the most recent additions to the PAT proteins, S3-12 and OXPAT, are EPATs
(Fig. 1). S3-12 and OXPAT are encoded by tandem genes on human chromosome 19 and
mouse chromosome 17 [22,23]; the gene for TIP47, the only other mammalian EPAT is located
less than 200,000 base pairs upstream. Despite their proximity in the genome, the genes for
S3-12 and OXPAT appear to have evolved for specialized functions based on their distribution
in mouse tissues. S3-12 is expressed primarily in the tissue most specialized for fat storage,
white adipose tissue, and to lesser degree in skeletal muscle and heart [20,22,23]. S3-12 is
expressed little if at all in brown adipose tissue [20], which is specialized for adaptive
thermogenesis and has a high capacity for fat oxidation. OXPAT, on the other hand, is
expressed prominently in tissues that exhibit a high capacity for fatty acid oxidation, including
heart, brown adipose tissue, liver, and skeletal muscle, especially more oxidative, less
glycolytic muscles. The differential expression of S3-12 and OXPAT in white and brown
adipose tissues, respectively, suggests that these PAT proteins may package triacylglycerol for
different metabolic pathways. S3-12 may primarily serve to facilitate longer-term neutral lipid
storage, whereas OXPAT may facilitate lipid storage for near-term utilization through
oxidative pathways [22]. Endogenous S3-12 and exogenously expressed OXPAT are stable in
the cytosol of cultured cells under lipid-poor conditions, but move to the surface of lipid
droplets during lipid-loading with long-chain fatty acids [20,22,23,72]. S3-12 also relocates to
lipid droplets during lipolytic stimulation of adipocytes [4]. This phenomenon has not been
reported for OXPAT. Localization of endogenous OXPAT protein to lipid droplets has been
confirmed by microscopy in mouse primary cardiomyocytes [22] and by cell fractionation in
fasted mouse liver [22] and MLTC-1 steroidogenic cells [21].
5.2. S3-12, TIP47, and ADRP in nascent lipid droplet biogenesis
The expression of endogenous S3-12, TIP47, ADRP, and perilipin in 3T3-L1 adipocytes has
permitted the investigation of their dynamic association with lipid droplets during rapid TAG
synthesis [20,24,72]. Within 10 minutes of the addition of oleate, glucose and insulin to the
medium, discrete puncta immunoreactive for S3-12 and TIP47 are detected. Over the next 30–
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60 minutes, these puncta enlarge and become discernable as tiny lipid droplets, which then
move centrally. As the droplets continue to grow in size, TIP47 leaves and ADRP becomes
detectable on the enlarging nascent droplet surface. At later stages, larger droplets accumulate
more centrally that are coated by S3-12, ADRP, and perilipin or perilipin alone. Thus, lipid
droplet biogenesis in adipocytes appears as an ordered maturation of the nascent lipid droplet
with progressive changes in the PAT proteins that coat its surface as the droplet enlarges, moves
centrally, and ultimately becomes or merges with a mature storage droplet.
5.3. S3-12 and the 11-mer repeats: a putative mechanism for lipid droplet binding
S3-12 was initially identified and cloned during an antibody-based screen for cell surface
proteins induced during 3T3-L1 adipocyte differentiation [19]. Exoplasmic exposure of S3-12
epitopes has not been confirmed in subsequent studies, but its induction during adipogenesis
has been confirmed with two independent antibodies [20]. A notable feature of the primary
amino acid sequence of S3-12 is multiple tandem 33-mer repeats that constitute approximately
two-thirds of the 160 kiloDalton protein [19]. This repeat motif has sequence similarity to two
33-mer repeats in ADRP [19]. Bussell and Eliezer later identified an 11-mer repeat pattern that
is also observed in multiple other proteins that bind lipids, including α-synuclein, S3-12 and
the other PAT proteins, and apolipoproteins [157]. The similarity of the 11-mer repeats between
the PAT proteins and other protein families is not at the level of primary amino acid sequence
but rather predicted secondary and tertiary protein structure. It was proposed that the 11-mer
repeats in these proteins fold into elongated α-helices with hydrophobic faces capable of
binding lipids and hydrophilic faces soluble in the aqueous environments of the cytosol or
plasma. Thus, the 33-mer repeat of S3-12 resolves into an even more basic 11-mer repeat that
may contribute to its lipid droplet localization. Notably, a carboxy-terminal deletion of OXPAT
that bisects the 33-mer motif disrupts lipid droplet binding [21], but the similar motif in TIP47
is not necessary for binding [155].
Similar to the other PAT proteins, with the exception of TIP47, expression of S3-12 is PPAR-
regulated, at least in cultured cells [36].
5.4. OXPAT, regulation by PPARs in mice and humans
Initial identifications and characterizations of OXPAT as a lipid droplet binding protein were
reported by three independent groups as myocardial lipid droplet protein (MLDP) [21],
OXPAT [22], and lipid storage droplet protein 5 (LSDP5) [23]. These reports were in
agreement that OXPAT is expressed in tissues that exhibit high levels of fatty acid oxidation,
including heart, skeletal muscle (oxidative > glycolytic), and fasted liver. High expression in
brown but not white adipose tissue was also noted [22]. OXPAT RNA and/or protein were
inducible by fasting in the heart [21,23], liver [21–23], and skeletal muscle [23] and by high-
fat diet [22] in the gastrocnemius muscle. A physiological role for OXPAT induction during
fasting is suggested by its enrichment on fractionated lipid droplets in the fasted liver [22].
Consistent with these effects, OXPAT expression was stimulated in mouse tissues by a
pharmacological ligand for PPARα (Wy-14643) in liver, heart, and skeletal muscle [21–23].
Basal OXPAT expression was significantly reduced in the heart and liver of PPARα null mice
[21–23]. Whereas two groups found induction of OXPAT gene expression by fasting to be
PPARα dependent (that is, significantly reduced in PPARα null mice), one group did not
[23]. OXPAT gene expression in mouse epididymal adipose tissue was induced by a PPARγ
agonist (rosiglitazone) [22]. Relevance of this last finding to human physiology is suggested
by the increased OXPAT RNA levels detected in the subcutaneous fat of humans with impaired
glucose tolerance after 10 weeks of treatment with pioglitazone, a PPARγ agonist [22].
Notably, adipose expression of none of the remaining PAT proteins was significantly increased
by pioglitazone treatment.
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5.5. OXPAT, functional studies in cells
Functional evaluation of OXPAT has been limited thus far to gain-of-function studies in
cultured cells. No loss-of-function studies, either by gene knockout or RNAi approaches, have
been reported. Heterologous stable expression of OXPAT is associated with increased TAG
accumulation in oleate-treated COS-7 and OP9 cells [22]. One explanation for this effect in
promoting TAG accumulation is that OXPAT protects lipid droplet TAG from both basal and
stimulated lipolysis, as was demonstrated in stable CHO cell lines [23]. The tissues in which
OXPAT is expressed have high capacities to oxidize long chain fatty acids, so it is consistent
that OXPAT would promote expansion of the storage pool of lipid substrates. However, in the
COS-7 and OP9 cells that stably expressed OXPAT, β-oxidation of palmitate was also
increased.
Insight into the mechanism underlying the promotion of fatty acid oxidation by OXPAT has
been provided by an exciting set of experiments recently reported by Granneman and
colleagues [158]. Using transfected cells and fluorescently tagged proteins, these investigators
have shown that OXPAT promotes the targeting of CGI-58 to the surface of lipid droplets, as
well as the co-localization of CGI-58 with ATGL. Loading of cells with oleate increased the
interaction of OXPAT with CGI-58. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and
bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) experiments were consistent with OXPAT
and CGI-58 being in close proximity on the lipid droplet surface, if not in direct protein-protein
contact. Perhaps most intriguingly, mouse CGI-58 with an E260K mutation, the same mutation
reported by Zechner’s group to block the interaction of human CGI-58 with perilipin [61], also
blocked its interaction with OXPAT. Thus, OXPAT may function similarly to perilipin in
regulating lipase action at the lipid droplet surface, but perhaps without modulation by PKA
activation.
The pattern of increased capacity both for TAG accumulation and for fatty acid oxidation that
is observed in cells that heterologously express OXPAT is also seen in the skeletal muscle of
endurance trained athletes. OXPAT may be part of an adaptive response to increase the
availability of lipids for utilization as fuel. In this regard, it is interesting that OXPAT gene
expression in the subcutaneous fat of humans is inversely associated with body mass index
[22]. Whether a similar association exists between OXPAT expression in skeletal muscle and
body mass index is not known. If it does, then perhaps obesity-related OXPAT deficiency in
muscle limits the capacity for lipid oxidation in muscle, thereby impairing insulin signaling
pathways and promoting peripheral insulin resistance.
6. Non-mammalian PAT proteins
PAT proteins are not restricted to mammals. Proteins with significant sequence similarity have
been found in many other animal species (ranging from sea anemones and insects to snails,
frogs and sea urchins) and even in unicellular eukaryotes (such as choanoflagellates, fungi,
and slime molds) ([18,27–29] and MAW, unpublished observations). Functional data have
been reported only from a few species, but what is available suggests that across this broad
phylogenetic spectrum PAT proteins play fundamental roles in lipid homeostasis and lipid-
droplet biology. For example, in both the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and the pathogenic
fungus Metarhizium anisopliae, PAT proteins localize to lipid droplets and promote storage
of neutral lipids.
This broad conservation provides rich opportunities to advance our understanding of this
protein family. On the one hand, we can use technical advantages in model organisms to dissect
the molecular and cellular roles of PAT family members. For example, the ease of gene
replacement in fungi makes it possible to quickly analyze many mutant versions of the proteins
in vivo. Likewise, the sophisticated genetic techniques in Drosophila should allow screening
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for novel molecules that function in the same pathways as PAT proteins. Such analyses are
expected to yield testable hypotheses about the functions of mammalian PATs. On the other
hand, we can employ the insights from studies of mammalian PATs to shed light on the role
of PAT proteins, and more generally on the role of lipid droplets, in poorly studied species.
For example, there are intriguing hints that PAT proteins might be key virulence factors of
certain fungal plant pathogens. Thus, knowledge of the molecular biology of PAT proteins
from animals might lead to novel ways of combating fungal infections that threaten crop plants.
6.1. LSD-1 and LSD-2 of Drosophila and other insects
6.1.1. Lipid metabolism in mammals and insects—Recent studies have established
insects as surprisingly good models for mammalian physiology. In particular, control of lipid
metabolism employs many similar strategies in these two groups of animals (reviewed in
[159,160]): similar to mammalian adipocytes, the insect fat body serves as the major storage
depot for neutral lipids, and when lipids need to be mobilized, the neuropeptide AKH
(adipokinetic hormone, called the “insect glucagon”) triggers lipolysis in the fat body [161].
Fat is released into the insect bloodstream (the hemolymph) and taken up by oenocytes (akin
to mammalian hepatocytes) for energy production [162].
Similar to mammals, mobilization of lipids from fat body stores is coordinated by two
lipocatabolic systems [163]. One involves signaling through the AKH receptor (AKHR) and
dominates the immediate response to starvation. This pathway acts in part via activation of
protein kinase A (PKA). A second system is particularly important after extended food
deprivation and involves the Brummer lipase, a homolog of the mammalian adipose
triglyceride lipase (ATGL). Mutants in either pathway overstore neutral lipids and are impaired
in lipolysis; animals mutant for both AKHR and Brummer cannot mobilize any significant
amounts of stored fat and die rapidly upon starvation [163] (Fig. 2).
These extensive similarities suggest that it should be possible to use the technical advantages
of insects to uncover generally important paradigms of lipid homeostasis. For the model
organism Drosophila melanogaster, such advantages include a short generation time, a wealth
of classical genetics information and an ever-expanding toolkit of molecular, genomic and
biochemical approaches. In a recent example, two groups performed genome-wide RNAi
screens to identify proteins required for lipid-droplet formation and utilization in Drosophila
cultured cells [164,165]. One of the pathways chosen for closer analysis (the COP I trafficking
proteins) was then found to have a similar function in mammalian cells, suggesting that even
in these evolutionarily quite distant animals lipid-droplet biology shares deep similarities. This
notion is also supported by proteomic studies that find many related proteins on lipid droplets
from Drosophila [3,166] and mammalian [4,167–169] sources.
6.1.2. PAT proteins of insects—Insects express PAT proteins from two distinct
subfamilies (LSD-1 and LSD-2; lipid storage droplet protein-1 and -2) [18,28] (Fig. 1).
Emerging evidence suggests that – like mammalian family members – insect PATs can play
crucial roles in PKA-triggered lipolysis and promote storage of neutral lipids. Many other
features are shared with mammalian PATs: they localize to lipid droplets, they are regulated
by phosphorylation (with PKA one of the responsible kinases), and they work together with
the ATGL/Brummer family of lipases. In addition, Drosophila LSD-2 regulates the
intracellular trafficking of lipid droplets, a role conserved with ADRP and perilipin.
Furthermore, PAT proteins of mammals and insects act in very similar cellular environments.
For example, the Drosophila genome encodes potential homologs of proteins known as
functional or physical interactors of PAT proteins in mammals. These include CG1882 (a
homolog of mammalian CGI-58), Brummer lipase (ATGL), and CG11055 (a possible ortholog
of the hormone-sensitive lipase of adipocytes). Proteomic analysis suggests that these
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candidates reside on lipid droplets [3,166] and are therefore in the correct intracellular
compartment to interact with LSD-1 and LSD-2.
6.1.3. Intracellular distribution of insect PAT proteins
6.1.3.1. LSD-1 and LSD-2 are lipid-droplet proteins: Many independent lines of evidence
show that LSD-2 is present in massive amounts on lipid droplets. Its intracellular distribution
has been assessed by biochemical fractionation as well as by immunolocalization, and the
protein has been detected using several distinct methods (three independently developed anti-
sera [28,170,171] and mass spectrometry). LSD-2 is present on lipid droplets in cultured cells
[171], in nurse cells and oocytes of the adult ovary [170]), in early embryos [171], in fat bodies
of both larvae and adults [3,28], and in larval wing discs (the precursors of the adult wings;
[172]). Ectopically expressed GFP-fusion constructs localize to lipid droplets in cultured
mammalian and Drosophila cells [3,18] as well as in fat bodies of Drosophila larvae [18,28].
Although fewer data are available for LSD-1, they also indicate droplet localization of the
protein. For Drosophila, proteomic analysis of biochemically purified lipid droplets found
LSD-1 in large amounts on lipid droplets from larval fat bodies [3] and in trace amounts on
embryonic lipid droplets [166]. In the moth Manduca sexta (also known as the tobacco
hornworm), a major phosphoprotein from fat-body lipid droplets was identified by mass
spectrometry as LSD-1 [173], an assignment subsequently confirmed by Western analysis
[174]. And ectopically expressed, tagged LSD-1 localizes to lipid droplets in both mammalian
and Drosophila cultured cells [3,18,164] and in Drosophila larval fat bodies [18].
6.1.3.2. Mechanisms of droplet targeting: Little is yet known about how LSD-1 and LSD-2
attach to lipid droplets. LSD-2 binding to droplets is dominated by hydrophobic interactions
since LSD-2 remains attached to embryonic lipid droplets when charge interactions are
blocked, but can be washed off with strong detergents [166]. LSD-1 and LSD2 apparently bind
directly to lipid since recombinant protein purified from E. coli can be reconstituted into small
lipoprotein particles in the absence of any other protein [174,175]. Computational analysis
points to four stretches in the central region of LSD-1 (outside the PAT domain) as possible
features mediating droplet targeting; they are predicted to form either largely hydrophobic or
highly amphipathic alpha helices [175]. Thus, like in mammalian PATs, several elements may
independently target the protein to droplets, together resulting in robust droplet attachment
[32].
6.1.3.3 Are LSD-1 and LSD-2 restricted to lipid droplets?: Mammalian PAT proteins fall
into two general classes: CPATs are constitutively associated with lipid droplets; EPATs
exchange between cytoplasm and lipid droplets depending on the physiological state of the
cell [24]. Do LSD-1 and LSD-2 resemble CPATs or EPATs? For LSD-1, studies of fluorescent
fusion proteins have only described droplet localization [18,164], and subcellular fractionation
of Manduca sexta fat bodies detected endogenous LSD-1 only in the lipid-droplet fraction
[174]. For LSD-2, massive droplet localization is well established, but there are also hints that
LSD-2 may sometimes reside elsewhere. To elucidate the full range of LSD-1 and LSD-2
distributions, a future comprehensive analysis will require examining these proteins in various
cell types and under different physiological conditions (e.g., during both lipolysis and
lipogenesis).
In many cells, LSD-2 is predominately localized to lipid droplets. Biochemical fractionation
of embryos and larval fat bodies reveals the majority of LSD-2 in the droplet fraction [28,
171]; whether LSD-2 signal in some non-droplet fractions [3,28] is due to loss of LSD-2 from
the droplets during purification or genuine localization to other compartments has not yet been
critically tested. In micrographs of embryos, cultured cells, fat bodies and oocytes, droplet-
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bound LSD-2 clearly represents the major source of LSD-2 signal; this is true both for
endogenous LSD-2 and GFP-LSD-2 fusions [3,18,28,170,171].
In contrast, two studies report high levels of LSD-2 signal not associated with lipid droplets.
In larval wing discs, LSD-2 colocalizes with both lipid droplets and ER markers [172]. For
nurse cells of the Drosophila ovary, there are conflicting data: one study employing
fluorescence microscopy [176] reports general cytoplasmic distribution of LSD-2 (and
exclusion from lipid droplets), while an earlier EM analysis showed LSD-2 highly enriched at
the surface lipid droplets [170]. This discrepancy might be due to technical difficulties (e.g.,
problems with antibody specificity or penetration into the tissue) or biological differences (e.g.,
the exact stage of oogenesis analyzed or the physiological state of the females). That LSD-2
might exist in non-droplet bound forms is also suggested by the fact that – in contrast to LSD-1
– recombinant LSD-2 from E. coli is soluble in aqueous buffers [177].
6.1.4. Lipid homeostasis
6.1.4.1. LSD-1 phosphorylation is linked to control of lipolysis: In Drosophila, LSD-1’s
expression pattern is consistent with roles in lipid metabolism: Its mRNA is expressed in the
embryonic fat body; the protein is found on purified lipid droplets from larval fat body [3]; and
its mRNA is downregulated in adult flies upon starvation [178]. However, because no LSD-1
mutants have yet been reported, there has been no direct test of LSD-1’s function.
But physiological studies in Manduca point to an important role of LSD-1 in the control of
lipolysis in the adult fat body. Enhanced lipolysis observed after AKH stimulation is largely
due to a physical change in lipid droplets, since it can be mimicked when droplets purified
from stimulated fat bodies are mixed with lipases from unstimulated samples [179]. Lipolytic
rates are also enhanced when droplets are phosphorylated by PKA in vitro, suggesting that
upregulated lipolysis is due to the phosphorylation of droplet-associated proteins. A leading
candidate is LSD-1, since it is the major protein on lipid droplets incorporating phosphates,
both after hormone stimulation in vivo and with PKA treatment in vitro. Interestingly, LSD-1
levels in the larval fat body are significantly lower, and here AKH signaling does not induce
lipolysis [174]. Drosophila LSD-1 can also be a PKA target; in vitro, PKA phosphorylates
recombinant LSD-1 (reconstituted into lipoprotein particles) on Ser20 [175].
How does phosphorylation of droplets promote lipolysis? It has been hypothesized that
phosphorylated LSD-1 enhances droplet binding of lipases or stimulates their catalytic activity
[179]. However, the main triglyceride-lipase from fat bodies is not detected on purified lipid
droplets, neither before nor after hormone stimulation [173], suggesting that it may only weakly
or transiently interact with droplets. A new in vitro system may soon make it possible to resolve
this puzzle: when purified lipase is exposed to lipoprotein particles reconstituted with
recombinant LSD-1, lipase activity is enhanced when the particles are first treated with PKA
[175].
6.1.4.2. LSD-2 promotes storage of neutral lipids: Like LSD-1, Drosophila LSD-2 is
expressed in an intricate tissue-specific pattern consistent with roles in lipid metabolism [28,
170,172,180]. In this case, genetic analysis has confirmed that LSD-2 is required for normal
lipid storage. Animals entirely lacking LSD-2 are viable but have impaired lipid accumulation
in a number of tissues. In adults, overall triglyceride levels are reduced by about 30% [28,
170]. In wing discs of LSD-2 mutants, neutral lipid accumulation in the wing pouch is
dramatically reduced [172]. And in the nurse cells of mutant females, the intracellular
distribution of neutral lipids is profoundly altered and eggs laid by these females have reduced
amounts of triglycerides [170]. These lower triglyceride levels have severe organismal
consequences: LSD-2 mutant adults die more quickly when starved [28], and LSD-2 mutant
embryos display lower hatching rates [170].
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Conversely, increased levels of LSD-2 allow cells to accumulate more lipid. When LSD-2 is
highly overexpressed in the fat body of otherwise wild-type adults, these animals can
accumulate up to 50% more triglycerides [28]. Similarly, localized overexpression of LSD-2
in parts of the wing disc promotes excess lipid accumulation [172]. The organism can access
these extra lipid stores in times of need since adults overexpressing LSD-2 in the fat body
display increased starvation resistance [28]. Therefore, excess LSD-2 does not simply seal
those lipids away into inert blobs, but apparently mimics a physiological process.
6.1.4.3. LSD-2 and droplet biogenesis: How does LSD-2 promote lipid storage? LSD-2 might
be involved in the biogenesis of lipid droplets since nurse cells lacking LSD-2 display
abnormal, patchy distribution of neutral lipids instead of the discrete lipid droplets dispersed
throughout wild-type cells [170]. It has been proposed that the large aggregates in the mutants
might represent accumulation of neutral lipid in the ER due to inefficient droplet formation
[170]. A detailed examination of these structures (by costaining for ER markers and by electron
microscopy) will likely provide important clues about LSD-2’s mechanism of action. Indeed,
nurse cells may be a particularly auspicious place to examine a role of LSD-2 in droplet
biogenesis because these cells generate myriads of lipid droplets over just a few hours, in a
tightly orchestrated developmental program [181].
However, LSD-2 is not absolutely required for droplet formation. Oocytes of LSD-2 mutant
females are filled with lipid droplets [170], and the resulting embryos have many normal-sized
droplets [171]. Does LSD-2 therefore simply make droplet formation more efficient? Or is lack
of LSD-2 partially compensated for by other mechanisms? In LSD-2 mutant wing discs, at
least, LSD-1 mRNA is upregulated several fold [172], reminiscent of TIP47 upregulation in
ADRP deficient MEFs [126]. In both cases, one PAT protein may compensate for the lack of
another.
LSD-2 likely has roles beyond droplet formation, as it remains present on droplets long after
they have been born. For example, the lipid droplets generated in nurse cells are transferred to
the oocyte, are present when the egg is laid and persist well into embryogenesis. LSD-2 is
present on those lipid droplets in oocytes [170] and early embryos [171]; indeed, for the first
few hours of embryonic development, there is no detectable change in the number or size of
these lipid droplets [182] or in the amount of LSD-2 present on them [171].
6.1.4.4. LSD-2 and lipid homeostasis: Clues for a role of LSD-2 in lipid homeostasis come
from experiments that examined genetic interactions between LSD-2 and ATGL/Brummer
lipase. Modulation of LSD-2 and ATGL expression result in opposite phenotypes [178]:
Overexpression of the lipase or lack of LSD-2 cause reduction in triglyceride levels;
overexpression of LSD-2 or lack of Brummer result in increased lipid storage. Combined
overexpression of the proteins results in intermediate triglyceride levels; thus, LSD-2 and
Brummer act in an antagonistic manner [178]. One possibility is that LSD-2 interferes with
access of the lipase to the stored lipid. However, that cannot be its only role, since animals
lacking both LSD-2 and Brummer do not display the Brummer mutant phenotype, but have
wild-type triglyceride levels. It is therefore conceivable that LSD-2 also functions in a second
pathway, e.g. in conjunction with the AKHR pathway of lipid mobilization.
If LSD-2 were downstream of AKHR signaling, it might be regulated via phosphorylation, just
like perilipin A and LSD-1. In early embryos, LSD-2 does indeed carry multiple phosphates
and its phosphorylation state is modulated in response to developmental signaling [171]
(though at this developmental stage, LSD-2 controls motion of lipid droplets and no connection
to lipid metabolism is apparent, see also below); the relevant kinase(s) have yet to be identified.
Given these precedents, a direct examination of LSD-2’s phosphorylation state in larval and
adult fat bodies could provide crucial clues about its mechanism of action in lipid homeostasis.
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It will be particularly important to establish whether LSD-2’s phosphorylation state varies
under different physiological conditions and whether it is downstream of AKHR signaling and
PKA.
Since LSD-1 is apparently also a target of AKHR-induced PKA, a full understanding of lipid
homeostasis in flies will require unraveling the relationship between LSD-1 and LSD-2. Do
these proteins act redundantly, or do they manage distinct branches of this signaling pathway?
Too little is yet known to address this question, although it is clear that LSD-1 and LSD-2 are
co-expressed in the larval fat body [3] and that a single lipid droplet can simultaneously carry
both proteins [3].
6.1.5. Lipid droplet motion—In many cells, lipid droplets undergo extensive intracellular
trafficking (reviewed in [171]); such droplet motion has been proposed to serve diverse
biological roles, including the control of lipid homeostasis. For example, when lipolysis is
induced in adipocytes, one large lipid droplet breaks down into many small ones that then
disperse throughout the cytoplasm [60]. Dispersion may allow quick delivery of lipids
wherever they are needed. During lipogenesis, the motor protein Cytoplasmic Dynein promotes
fusion of nascent lipid droplets [146], and thus helps droplets grow in size even without further
triglyceride synthesis [183]. Furthermore, it has been hypothesized that droplet motion may
facilitate delivery of droplet-associated proteins and lipids to other cellular compartments
[184]. A striking example occurs in cells upon infection with Hepatitis C virus: lipid droplets
undergo dynein-dependent motion and accumulate around the nucleus [185]. This motion may
promote assembly of infectious virus by bringing together newly synthesized viral proteins
(that accumulate on lipid droplets) and newly replicated viral RNA (present perinuclearly)
[186,187]. Understanding how and when droplets move may therefore provide new strategies
for modulating lipid homeostasis as well as for combating viral infections.
6.1.5.1. PAT proteins and droplet motion: Mechanistic studies of droplet motion are still in
their infancy, but it is already clear that PAT proteins play a prominent role. In many
mammalian cells, for example, lipid droplets are normally dispersed throughout the cytoplasm
but cluster near the nucleus when PAT protein expression is altered, such as when ADRP is
knocked down by RNAi in human hepatoma cells [185] or when perilipin is ectopically
expressed in mouse fibroblasts [60]. Similarly, when LSD-2 is absent from Drosophila
embryos, lipid droplets fail to accumulate near microtubule plus ends [171], and knockdown
of the PAT protein Fatvg in frog eggs alters microtubule-based trafficking events [188].
6.1.5.2. LSD-2 determines directionality of droplet motion: In Drosophila embryos, lipid
droplets undergo a set of tightly choreographed trafficking events, over a two-hour period
[189]. Initially spread throughout the cytoplasm (Phase I), droplets first accumulate near
microtubule plus ends (Phase II) and then shift towards microtubule minus ends (Phase III).
During all phases, droplets move incessantly back and forth along microtubules; net shifts in
distribution come about because the relative contributions of plus- and minus-end travel
changes [182].
In the absence of LSD-2, droplets still move vigorously in both directions in all phases, but
there is no net plus-end motion in Phase II, and no quantitative change in motion parameters
from Phase II to Phase III [171]. Thus, LSD-2 is not directly involved in the machinery that
moves droplets, but is required to regulate it in time. It has been proposed that LSD-2 transmits
developmental signals to the motors moving the droplets.
Consistent with a regulatory role, there is an intriguing correlation between the phosphorylation
state of LSD-2 and droplet motion [171]. In Drosophila embryos, LSD-2 is multiply
phosphorylated, and its phosphorylation state changes in a phase-dependent manner. On 2D
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gels, the most-highly phosphorylated forms disappear in Phase II and reappear in Phase III,
raising the possibility that dephosphorylation of a particular residue on LSD-2 favors plus-end
motion.
Genetic and biochemical approaches have identified several molecules that cooperate with
LSD-2 in droplet transport. The motor machinery controlled by LSD-2 includes the plus-end
motor Kinesin-1 [190], the minus-end motor Cytoplasmic Dynein [191] and the dynein
binding-protein BicaudalD [192], though how these proteins function together remains to be
established. A direct binding partner of LSD-2 is the lipid-droplet protein Klar [171,193], a
novel regulator proposed to coordinate opposite-polarity motors, i.e. turning the plus-end motor
off while the minus-end motor is active, and vice versa [182]. A related coordination role has
also been proposed for the dynein cofactor Dynactin [194]. Finally, LSD-2 dephosphorylation
depends on the transacting factor Halo [171], a small protein specifically expressed in Phase
II [195].
6.1.5.3. Parallels to mammals: Several features of droplet motion in Drosophila are conserved
in mammals. First, in a number of cell types, minus-end motion of lipid droplets is powered
by Cytoplasmic Dynein [146,185]. Second, Dynactin may coordinate opposite-polarity motors
also on mammalian droplets since disruption of Dynactin abolishes minus- as well as plus-end
motion [196]. Third, in fibroblasts, distribution of lipid droplets is controlled by the
phosphorylation state of perilipin. Here, perilipin-induced droplet aggregation is reversed upon
sustained activation of PKA [60]. PKA likely acts through perilipin since under these
conditions perilipin is phosphorylated, and a single point mutation in Ser492 (one of the PKA
target sites in perilipin) prevents droplet dispersion [60]. Ser492 phosphorylation of perilipin
also controls droplet dispersion in adipocytes [51]. Because mutations in other PKA target sites
on perilipin are compatible with dispersion [51,60], it appears that – just as in Drosophila –
phosphorylation of a single residue on a PAT protein is the key regulatory switch that controls
overall direction of droplet trafficking.
6.2. Fatvg of Xenopus laevis
PAT proteins are common in many vertebrate species. Available genome annotations reveal
multiple family members in birds, amphibians and fish. This diversity represents an as-of-yet
untapped potential to reveal conserved features in these proteins for droplet localization and
interactions with partner proteins and to probe how PAT proteins might be adapted to function
optimally in species with vastly different physiology.
As certain species have unique experimental advantages, they may be ideally suited to probe
specific properties of this protein family that would be hard to investigate in mammals. Indeed,
studies in Xenopus laevis, the African Clawed Frog, have uncovered a surprising role of the
PAT family member Fatvg for early embryogenesis [188]. As Xenopus is a major model
organism for developmental biology, methods and reagents are readily available to uncover
the molecular basis for this phenomenon, an analysis that will provide the foundation to test
whether PAT proteins in other animals have similar developmental roles.
6.2.1. Fatvg mRNA is asymmetrically distributed—By sequence similarity, Fatvg is
one of two ADRP-like PAT family members in Xenopus laevis. Fatvg mRNA is broadly
expressed during development, with particularly high levels in the fat body (the adipose tissue
of frogs) [27,197]. In early embryos, fatvg mRNA is also found in the germ plasm (which gives
rise to the primordial germ cells) and highly enriched at the vegetal pole. The latter pattern
lead to its name: fatvg = a vegetally localized RNA encoding an adipose-related protein [27].
Targeting of mRNAs is a powerful mechanism to ensure precise intracellular protein
localization [198]. It will therefore be interesting to determine whether the distribution of Fatvg
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protein is similarly polarized in the embryo. In electron micrographs, antibodies against Fatvg
protein label the surface of unidentified vesicular structures in oocytes and early embryos
[188]. The size and general appearance of these “vesicles” is reminiscent of lipid droplets, but
their identity has yet to be established. When the Fatvg antibody is used to stain oocytes of the
sturgeon Acipenser gueldenstaedtii, signal is detected both in the cytoplasm and concentrated
around lipid droplets [199].
6.2.2. Fatvg is essential for normal embryogenesis—To address the function of Fatvg,
oocytes were injected with anti-sense oligonucleotides directed against Fatvg [188], a treatment
that induced turnover of the endogenous fatvg mRNA. Embryos developing from these oocytes
displayed dramatic, yet specific defects in development, including loss of head structures and
eyes as well as a reduction in the number of germ cells. These defects are specifically due to
lack of fatvg since they were partially suppressed by simultaneous injection of wild-type
fatvg mRNA. Clearly, Fatvg plays a surprisingly specific role in early embryogenesis.
Exactly how Fatvg acts in frog development remains to be established. Since PAT proteins in
Drosophila and mammals modulate the intracellular trafficking of lipid droplets, it is
particularly intriguing that in the knockdown embryos microtubule-based organelle motion is
either disrupted or randomized [188]. One speculative model proposes that Fatvg is required
to transport vesicles that carry signals crucial for determining the dorsal side of the embryo
[188].
6.2.3. Relevance for mammalian biology—Is the striking developmental role of Fatvg
a unique adaptation of amphibian eggs or does it provide insight into general functions of PAT
proteins? Embryonic development typically utilizes the same molecular machinery employed
in other cells, but the formidable constraints faced by embryos (such as the huge size of eggs
and the remarkable speed of embryogenesis) often make it easier to spot the function of such
common pathways. The fact that other instances of asymmetrically distributed PAT mRNAs
have not yet been reported may simply be due to technical limitations. Recent advances in in-
situ hybridization have revealed spatially intricate localization patterns for an astonishingly
high proportion of all RNAs examined [200,201].
But why would PAT mRNAs be unevenly distributed? Emerging evidence suggests that within
a single cell different lipid droplets can have distinct protein complements (reviewed in [8,
184]). One mechanism to generate such variation would be localized synthesis of those
proteins; the presence of ribosomes and RNAs on lipid droplets [202,203] has indeed been
taken as indication that certain proteins may be translated directly at the droplet surface [7].
The case of fatvg should alert investigators to be on the lookout for unusual intracellular
distributions of PAT-encoding mRNAs; such instances, if they can be found, may very well
reveal novel pathways for regulating PAT protein functions in particular and the properties of
lipid droplets in general.
6.3. MPL1 of Metarhizium and related fungi
It had long been thought that fungi lack PAT proteins since no proteins with significant
sequence similarity to animal PATs are present in the genome of the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae [18,30] nor among the S. cerevisiae lipid-droplet proteins
characterized by proteomics approaches [204,205]. However, a recent report [29] makes a good
case that the MPL1 protein of the pathogenic fungus Metarhizium anisopliae belongs to the
PAT family. Proteins with significant sequence similarity to MPL1 are present throughout a
major group of fungi (the Pezizomycotina among the Ascomycetes) that contains many
medically and economically important members.
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6.3.1. MPL1: a droplet protein involved in lipid metabolism—MPL1 (Metarhizium
perilipin-like) is a 183 amino-acid protein that displays low, but significant sequence similarity
to the N-terminal regions of animal PAT proteins [29] (Fig. 1). Expression of MPL1 mRNA
is induced when cells accumulate lipids, and an MPL1-GFP fusion protein colocalizes with
lipid droplets. Mutants lacking MPL1 have fewer lipid droplets and reduced levels of
intracellular lipid. Apparently, MPL1 promotes lipid storage, yet is not absolutely required for
droplet formation. One possibility is that, like perilipin, MPL1 protects the stored lipid from
attack by lipases. Consistent with this proposal, MPL1-GFP ectopically expressed in S.
cerevisiae localizes to lipid droplets and interferes with lipid breakdown under starvation
conditions [29].
6.3.2. MPL1 as a virulence factor—Many pathogenic fungi, including the insect pathogen
Metarhizium anisopliae, use specialized cells called appressoria to break through the outer
surface of their hosts, such as the cuticle of insects or the epidermis of plants. Appressoria
generate enormous intracellular pressure by taking in large amounts of water, drawn in
osmotically due to high levels of free glycerol (>3M). One of the sources of this glycerol is
thought to be the breakdown of triglycerides from lipid droplets, and indeed lipid droplets are
degraded during appressoria maturation [206].
In Metarhizium anisopliae, MPL1 appears to be important for normal function of appressoria
and for successful host invasion. MPL1-mutants appressoria have reduced numbers of lipid
droplets and generate lower intracellular pressure [29]. Mutant fungi are also significantly less
successful at killing their insect hosts. The likely reason is a failure in cuticle penetration since
upon direct injection of spores into the insect hemolymph the mutants kill as well as the wild
type [29].
Proteins related to MPL1 are found in many economically and medically important fungi
[29]. Their functions are generally not known, but in the plant pathogen Colletotrichum
gloeosporioides mutants in the MPL1 homolog CAP20 also display reduced virulence. This
fungus causes fruit rot in a number of commercially important species, like tomato and avocado,
and the CAP20 mutants cause substantially less fruit damage [207]. If the MPL1 homologs of
other fungi are also key virulence factors, the insights about PAT protein functions derived
from animal studies could provide important clues how to disrupt the life cycles of these fungi.
6.4. Prospects for the study of mammalian PATs
Compared to animals, analysis of fungi has a number of technical advantages. For example,
most fungal PAT candidates are encoded by single copy genes and thus knockout phenotypes
will not be masked by compensatory expression of other family members. In addition,
molecular and genetic techniques are well developed in many fungi, making gene knock-outs
or knock-ins easy and quick. In those species, it should be fairly straightforward to determine
the consequences of lack of PAT proteins, to introduce mutant versions (e.g. to map the droplet
binding domains or to test the relevance of proposed PKA phosphorylation sites) and to test
double mutants with candidate interaction proteins. For example, BLAST searches reveal that
many fungi encode proteins with high sequence similarity to the mammalian perilipin partner
CGI-58. With the power of microbial genetics, it should be fairly quick to establish the
molecular mechanisms of fungal PATs; insights from such analyses should then greatly
advance the study of animal PATs.
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7. Mammalian and non-mammalian PAT proteins, an ancient family for a
fundamental need
The discovery of perilipin opened a window into the control of cellular lipid metabolism that
many investigators in many fields have now climbed through. These studies have established
the PAT family as coat proteins for lipid droplets that regulate access to the lipid ester core. A
theme that runs throughout studies of the PATs is that they protect the stored lipid esters from
uncontrolled hydrolysis by cytoplasmic lipases. Each of the 5 mammalian PAT proteins likely
is specialized for specific functions. Perilipin, alone among the mammalian PATs, is known
to change its role upon phosphorylation by PKA. In the basal state, perilipin inhibits hydrolysis
of triacylglycerol in adipocytes. But when perilipin is phosphorylated on specific serines, it
promotes lipolysis. In fact, ectopic expression of perilipin A in CHO cells is sufficient to make
lipolysis in those cells responsive to PKA activation[54]. Even though neither LSD-1 nor
LSD-2 in Drosophila are direct orthologs of perilipin, their functions in lipolysis and lipid
droplet trafficking, respectively, are similarly modulated by phosphorylation.
The PAT family was originally identified through homology to a highly conserved 100 amino
acid domain in the amino terminus of perilipin, the “PAT domain” (Fig. 1). Although all family
members can bind to lipid droplets, this droplet targeting is not dependent on the PAT domain.
Indeed, there does not appear to be a single domain or motif common to all family members
that is responsible for targeting to the droplet surface. Despite its conservation from fungi to
mammals, the function of the PAT domain remains unknown. In perilipin A, the PAT domain
contains one of the phosphorylation sites thought to be necessary for activation of HSL, yet
this phosphorylation site is not conserved in other PAT family members. Finally, the PAT
domain is entirely lacking in S3-12; this protein earns its spot in the family based on extensive
sequence similarities in other parts of the protein.
Over the past few years, the discoveries of protein-protein interactions between perilipin A and
the lipases ATGL and HSL, as well as the ATGL activator CGI-58, have provided clues as to
how perilipin might organize lipolysis, but the exact mechanisms remain for detailed
elucidation. Now very recent work from Granneman and colleagues has demonstrated the
importance of at least functional if not direct physical interactions between OXPAT, CGI-58,
and ATGL. It is likely that additional novel protein complexes involving PAT proteins that
influence cellular lipid metabolism remain for discovery. Though protein complexes of
Drosophila PAT proteins and orthologs of CGI-58, ATGL, and HSL have not yet been reported,
these proteins have all been localized to lipid droplets, so it is likely that such complexes play
roles in insect lipid metabolism.
It must be remembered that perilipin expression is limited to adipocytes, steroidogenic cells,
and perhaps to pathological states of lipid accumulation in vessel macrophages and the liver.
Thus, the above observations about the control of lipid stores by perilipins do not apply to most
cells in the organism. ADRP is the CPAT protein in these other cells, and its expression at the
protein level largely reflects the mass of accumulated neutral lipid. While ADRP may act
primarily by excluding lipases from lipid droplet association, as has been suggested for ATGL,
it is unclear if there are regulated mechanisms to extract ADRP from the droplet surface,
thereby targeting it for proteosomal degradation. An ARF1-dependent mechanism as described
by the Fujimoto group is promising [144]. Indeed, two groups have used genome-wide RNAi
screens in Drosophila cells to discover an important role for the ARF-1/COPI trafficking
system in the regulation of lipolysis [164,165]. In an elegant translation of this discovery back
to mammalian cells, Beller and colleagues validated the role of COPI-mediated transport for
lipolysis in a mouse liver cell line and found that this pathway modulates the PAT protein
composition of lipid droplets[165]. These studies illustrate the great value of model organisms
for the discovery of novel mechanisms in the control of intracellular lipid metabolism.
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Intracellular lipid droplets have been compared to both aqueous-cored vesicles and to
lipoproteins [24]. It has been hypothesized that some PAT proteins may be involved in the
trafficking of neutral lipid from the site of lipid droplet biogenesis to the site of storage in the
perilipin-coated droplet of adipocytes. Roles for PAT proteins in intracellular trafficking have
indeed been uncovered. Phosphorylation of perilipin is critical for fragmentation and dispersion
of lipid droplets during prolonged lipolytic stimulation. ADRP forms protein complexes with
ARF1 and with SNARE proteins, and ADRP deficiency promotes lipid droplet aggregation.
TIP47 was originally identified as being involved in the retrieval of the mannose-6-phosphate
receptor from the endosomal compartment to the Golgi. Fatvg knockdown results in disrupted
trafficking of unidentified vesicles. And the phosphorylation state of LSD-2 determines the
directionality of lipid droplet transport in Drosophila embryos. Observations like these make
it is likely that novel functions for the PAT proteins will involve the movement of lipid within
cells, analogous to the role of apolipoproteins in the movement of lipid between cells and
tissues.
Data from cells, mice, and humans, as reviewed above, do not give an unequivocal answer to
the question of whether more or less ADRP is beneficial. Because ADRP expression appears
to reflect the capacity to store neutral lipids, at least in cell-based gain-of-function studies, the
answer to the question of whether less is more may depend on whether lipid storage within a
specific tissue is beneficial. Within macrophage foam cells, it may be more advantageous to
export cholesterol by reverse transport rather than store it as cholesteryl ester in lipid droplets.
Conversely, in skeletal muscle it may be more beneficial to sequester fat in droplets rather than
to produce lipotoxic fatty acid metabolites. In this last example, it will be interesting to discover
whether differential packaging of lipid droplets in skeletal muscle by different PAT proteins
(ADRP versus TIP47 versus S3-12 versus OXPAT) explains the paradoxical observation that
the muscle of endurance athletes has increased intramyocellular TAG as does that of sedentary
humans with type 2 diabetes.
The finding that single nucleotide polymorphisms in the perilipin gene are associated with
obesity and diabetes phenotypes strongly supports the relevance of the PAT family proteins to
human lipid and carbohydrate metabolism. It remains to be determined whether genetic
variations in the other PAT proteins have similar associations. Why the associations are seen
in females but not males remains for investigation.
Future efforts to understand the biology of PAT proteins will require integrated approaches.
From the perilipin and ADRP knockout mice, we see that alteration of PAT protein expression
leads to secondary effects on gene expression or metabolic function that may not be anticipated.
Is the phenotype observed due to loss of a function of the targeted protein? This may or may
not be the case. As we have seen, less of one PAT protein may lead to more of another PAT
protein on lipid droplets. Thus, the observed phenotype alternatively could be due to decreased
levels of the targeted PAT protein on lipid droplets or increased levels of another PAT protein
on lipid droplets. Another possibility is that sequestration of the non-targeted PAT protein on
lipid droplets may lead to loss of its function in its cytoplasmic compartment (for example,
loss of TIP47 for endosomal trafficking). Finally, as has been shown for ATGL, the presence
or absence of PAT proteins on lipid droplets affects lipid droplet localization of non-PAT
proteins, as well. Thus, it will be important to integrate the mouse genetic models with
proteomic studies of isolated lipid droplets, as well as with other unbiased approaches like gene
expression microarrays and mass spectrometric analysis of lipids and other metabolites.
The high level of similarity between the regulation of lipolysis in mammals and in insects (Fig.
2) highlights the importance of studying the PAT proteins in multiple model systems.
Similarities between PAT proteins, both mammalian and non-mammalian (Table 3) suggests
that insights gained in insects, fungi, and slime molds can be translated back to mammalian
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systems, and vice versa. We anticipate that the problems associated with overnutrition in
developed countries may be addressed by novel therapeutic strategies identified through study
of PAT proteins in mammalian systems and non-mammalian systems. Undernutrition remains
a problem in the underdeveloped world. It is possible that the greatest impact on human health
will be made through study of lipid droplets as virulence factors in the pathogenic fungi that
infect crop plants, especially if the insights developed for mammalian PAT proteins lead to
discoveries that target lipid droplets in pathogenic fungi and thus improve crop yields.
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Figure 1. PAT family members have similar predicted structural features
This cartoon compares the structure of ten members of the PAT family of lipid droplet proteins.
The first seven shown (perilipin A through S3-12) are from mammals, the last three from non-
mammalian species (flies and fungi, respectively). With the exception of S3-12, these proteins
share a ~ 100 amino acid region of high sequence similarity near their N-termini (PAT domain,
green). For this figure, we estimated the approximate extent of this domain based on the analysis
of Lu and colleagues [30]. Despite the absence of a clear PAT domain, S3-12 retains sequence
similarity to the other family members in other parts of the protein, including the 11-mer
repeats. Numbers indicate mapped (perilipin A, LSD-1) or predicted (MPL1) PKA sites. For
perilipin A, phosphorylation of those sites has been linked to specific functions of the protein,
such as interactions with HSL and ATGL or droplet dispersion. All drawings are to scale with
the exception of that for S3-12, a 1403 amino acid-protein with a 11-mer repeat that runs ~70
% of the length of the protein (from aa~100 to ~1060). X-ray crystallography has revealed a
four-helix bundle domain in TIP47 (shown in light blue). Based on sequence similarity, similar
domains have been predicted in ADRP and OXPAT; they are proposed to target the proteins
to lipid droplets. A different set of potentially droplet-targeting helical segments has been
predicted in LSD-1. The absence of features from a specific protein as depicted in this cartoon
does not necessarily mean that these features do not exist, but rather that they have not yet been
reported. Specifically, attempts to predict the structural features of LSD-1, LSD-2 and MPL1
are only in their infancy. For example, no published studies critically examine the presence or
absence of 11-mer repeats in the non-mammalian family members. The reader is referred to a
complementary depiction of the structural features of the mammalian PAT proteins in a recent
review [25].
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Figure 2. Regulation of lipolysis is conserved in the adipose tissues of mammals (A) and insects (B)
In both cases, circulating hormones (CA = catecholamines; AKH = adipokinetic hormone)
stimulate G-protein coupled surface receptors (βAR = β-adrenergic receptor; AKHR = AKH
receptor) resulting in the production of the second messenger cAMP. High cAMP levels
activate Protein Kinase A (PKA) which in turn phosphorylates PAT proteins on the surface of
lipid droplets: perilipin and LSD-1. In mammals, phosphorylated perilipin recruits the lipase
HSL to the surface of lipid droplets, stimulating lipolysis. HSL is also a target of PKA. In
insects, phosphorylated LSD-1 is thought to activate the lipase CG8552; the possible insect
ortholog of HSL (CG11055) has yet to be functionally characterized. A second set of lipases
from the ATGL/Brummer family cooperates in lipolysis. In mammals, both perilipin and
ATGL interact with CGI-58; these interactions are modulated by perilipin phosphorylation
(see Fig. 3 for a closer look at these mechanisms); the function of the insect ortholog (CG1882)
is unknown, but this protein has been found associated with lipid droplets.
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Figure 3. Phosphorylated perilipin A organizes lipolysis in murine adipocytes
(A and B) In the basal state (left) the lipolytic regulator perilipin A is found at the surface of
the lipid droplet in a complex with CGI-58. ATGL may also be in this complex. ATGL activity
is kept quiescent through the autoinhibitory C-terminus of the lipase. Upon lipolytic stimulation
(right), PKA is activated and phosphorylates up to 6 serine residues on perilipin A (Ser81, 222,
276, 433, 492, and 517) and 2 on HSL (Ser659, and 660). This results in the following
rearrangements. 1) CGI-58 dissociates from the droplet surface; it is unclear if ATGL remains
associated with GCI-58 in the cytosol. 2) Phosphorylated HSL translocates to the droplet
surface and associates with both perilipin A and AFABP. 3) ATGL interacts with perilipin A
through phosphorylated Ser517, and lipolysis commences. 4) At a later time (several hours)
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droplets fragment and disperse, a phenomenon dependent on phosphorylation of perilipin A
Ser492. The fragmented microdroplets become coated with ADRP and S3-12, as well as
perilipin, and ADRP also associates with the remaining larger droplets. The depiction of
perilipin A delineates the acidic loop region and amino- and carboxy-terminal segments for
the sake of clarity, but is not meant to show discreetly folding domains. (C) Timeline of
lipolysis. Please note that this line is not to scale.
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Table 2
Single nucleotide polymorphisms in PLIN and metabolic phenotypes in humans
Polymorphism (db SNP
identifier) Risk Allele
Population (Race and
gender) Phenotype/Linkage Reference
1243 C/T (rs2304796) C Japanese males Decreased bone density [210]
6209 T/C (rs2289487) C White and Spanish females Decreased obesity risk [211]
White females Increased risk of type 2 DM [212]
10171 A/T (rs8179043) T White females Increased risk of type 2 DM [212]
11482 G/A (rs894160) A White and Spanish females Decreased obesity risk [83,211,212]
Whites Resistance to weight loss [213]
Koreans with type 2 DM Rosiglitizone dependent weight gain [214]
Asian and white females Increased risk of type 2 DM [215]
13041A/G (rs2304795) A White females Increased obesity risk [216]
14995 A/T (rs1052700) T White females Increased obesity risk [216]
Asian females Increased obesity risk [217]
Increased risk of type 2 DM [215]
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